
AN ATHENIAN LAW ON SILVER COINAGE 

(PLATES 25-27) 

AMONG the many remarkable epigraphic discoveries of the recent Agora Excava- 
-tions one of the most important for students of Greek numismatics and Athenian 
political institutions is the complete marble stele discussed in this paper. Valuable 
new evidence about the Nomothetai, the circulation of silver coins in Athens and Peirai- 
eus, and about a hitherto little-known official, the Dokimastes, is preserved in consider- 
able detail in this document. In addition to specific information about ancient 
counterfeit coins there are also no fewer than ten different public officials mentioned 
in this text which is fifty-six lines long and well-enough preserved to require very little 
restoration.' 

Agora Inventory I 7180 (Pls. 25-27). Complete stele of fine-crystaled, white marble 
mended from two pieces; crowned by a molding 0.082 m. in height consisting of an 
ovolo topped by a plain taenia. Back rough picked; sides and bottom 0.08 m. of front 
dressed with toothed chisel. Stele has a slight vertical taper. 

Found on August 4, 1970 built into the west wall of the Great Drain in front of 
the Royal Stoa, J 4,5. Height, 1.268 m.; width, at base, 0.457 m., below molding, 
0.428 m.; thickness, 0.126 m. 

Height of letters, lines 1-2, 0.009 m., lines 3-56, 0.005-0.006 m. 

a. 37514 a. NON- 2TOIX. 
c'80oE T-roZ vojLo00ETatLS, Em' 'I7ro[8aLavros] 

dapXovTos: NLKO/-V EL7TEVW 

TO apyvpLov 8eXErOat TO ATTKoV 0oT[ ....... ]- TOIX. 39 

at apyvpoy KatL EXrL TOV &8tlocr'toy xa[paKT7jpa. o OE] 

5 &oKtLaTaroI S 0o 871/oLOos1 KaO jTLevoos LE[Tra4v TrWv rp]- 

a7rET^v 8OKLpaJ ETCW Kara Tavra oSrali [j/E/pa t rrXrjV] 
-OTav 7[L] XPTrjLaTrcy KaTa0oA'r, TroE 8e E[v Tra SoAEVr]- 

rI)piW. Ecv Ue TS 7TrpoUEVeyKrqLt [.v[. .... 2 ..] 

1 My text is the result of study of the stone in Athens supplemented by squeezes and an independent 
transcription kindly prepared by T. Leslie Shear, Jr., Field Director of the Agora Excavations. Stephen 
G. Miller also supplied helpful notes on uncertain readings. 

I am greatly indebted to Professor Shear for assigning me the publication of this fascinating document 
and for his advice and encouragement. I am also grateful to him and to Raymond Bogaert, Moses Finley, 
David M. Lewis, and W. Kendrick Pritchett for reading and improving an earlier draft of this paper. Dina 
Peppas-Delmousou, J. R. Melville Jones, John Traill, and John Kroll have been most generous and helpful 
with their comments. I would also like to thank Robert Bauslaugh and Margaret Thompson. 
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EXov rov avroy XapaKrj7pa T ATr[K] E[.. . 7 . .] 

10 aLTroSo'rTo TrL 7TPOUrEVEyKovTL. E6v 8E V7T[o'XaAKov] 

7) VrroLoAv/3ov Kl tp8lAOV, 8taKOTETo 7a[. . 6. . .]- 
a Ka ECaT7c lepov 'rrjs MT-rpos [r]Jv 06cty Kal K[aTrapaA]- 
AerTc es' TsrL 3oA4rv. E'v 8e (LT) Ka07Tr[a]t o' 0oK&LaarT7jS ] 

tLTr 08oK[L[a'IrL Kara -rov voowv, Tv74T]rvTwr v [avrov o]- 
15 I TO 7 rj&io avAAoy'rjs 7rvrT77KovTa TrA)ryaLs ?r[-t /caoTm]- 

yL. EaLV 8E TLS 7)) 08EX7ratcL TO a[p]y[vp]tov o0 T[ av o' O0K]- 

ILaavrrjs 8oKipL0ar]7, (TepeaYOW cLv e4t [7T]oA^r7[a KEI'v]- 

7bi Tr7jL 5jEpab. altvetv 8e ra uE'v E'v [7T] jc t [rcTi 7Trpos] 

rd0S LTrovqA'aK a, sa A E EV Tr)b ayopaL K[a]l [e'v r a'A]- 
20 Acot at7rTEL Tpos rov0s rTO Sr7Jo avAAoyE[as], ra [oE ev Tv(]- 

l EL7TOplW KaL TwoL I7EL[p]a?LEt 7Tpos Trov[ E7rTLtEATAr]- 
asg roV EL7rropto rTA-rv ra Ev TiUL (rtTw, Ta 8E [Evs - r aoCT]- 

TOcL rpos roTvS (T'roT0vAaKaS . TrWv os Sav06e[vrov, 7Tr']- 

Eva vaxv ?7 EVTOS OEKa opaXiJv, KVpLOl O[vrwv Ol a]- 
25 PXovTres oLayLyvW)oKetv, Ta oE vfrep [8]E'[K]a [pXpxas1], 

EcUayovT()v ET TO 8tKauTrr7pLov. ol U OE[6UJ]OO[erab T7]- 

apEXovTctv avrotS EVLKA'po^vres o&Ka[arrpLov o]- 

tray 7TapayyeAAwooiv f evQvve`for6[v .] opaX[ctlaic. rTiL] 

Ef -)rvavTL yUETEUTW TO ?rUur'v, E[a]v X'Ar o[... 8....] 

30 av oe &OAos 'jt o 7O A)Xv q &0A-, V7T<a>PXET) f EV avTrw] 
TVTTrreOrat P TAr7cyacs Trrj yaauTty vT7ro [rov apXovTrcl]- 
V 0S' EKacrTa TrporTETCaKcraLt. caV 8E nts [-rw]v a[pXovr]- 

)V y'r) ITOlb KaTa Ta yeypaClkleva, eltray[ayer'T avTro]- 
v es' TTLL f3oAXv AO'qvaiwv 6 [oAoeivos' ols [L'ETbV]. 

35 cav o8E anA) v7rapXeTac [LeV avwrco T7TEravoU[ac apXov]- 
Tb KaL 7TrpocrTTLidaT avraT[b] 7 foAXrj yXpL [P 8paX[)v. g- 
7TWs 0 av ?7b Kal Ek H7ELpael So-KbyaoTTaS' [TOtS VaVK]- 

AXrpobs Kal TOtS' Ep76TOpOlS Kal Tots dAAO[ Tls raaiv], 

KaraUTrrIaT' 7) / oAr' EK T-V 8ocrlV a[V . . . 7. . .] 

40 7 eaT7rpLaoco, r7V E Tlq)V ot aTo8EKTab [pEpt4voT]- 

WOV. o0 oe eI EcATat rov E(LTOptO E7riT,Le\([E]O[v 7Tr]- 

(jos ay KaTqjrab 7TpOs T7r7 OTlr7A-t Trov H7oreba&vo[S Ka]- 

t XPra0()V TWL VO1UlW Kaca7TEp 7TEpl To Ev aCT[Eb O0K]- 

LIaorTo EltpTaL KaTa Travrd. avaypaJat be Ev q[rrA]- 
45 7qL ALtG0vrL Tov vokLOv rTOve Kal KaraOelvaL ev [a(o]- 

TEL yJeJ LJerafTv Trwv Tpa7TreCv, EfL leLpaUeL oe ITpO[u]- 

Oev TrS' uTrr)Ar)s TOv I7O0oEL[8]WVos'. o' (e ypa areTE[v]s [o] 

T/S' lOAr)s 7TapayyepdL T AaT (l`u0Gta TOS' TwcoA[TratS]. 
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ol 8C ITwXAr-raLt EaEVE7yKo'vrwv ES Tr7Li /oX3Av. r[7)v Se &]- 
50 tcrao>optav Etvat rTot 8oKiYacrri7Lt rCot EV rCot [CEtr]- 

opiot 7rm Ev <ITiroo&apavros dpXovrosas d(6 ov [av Kac]- 

1acTraUTG'l, I(IpToEPO v oV7 <aL>7ro8E`KTaCt oTop/rep T[3ct] 

Ev aTorel oKtptcaarT7, es os -rov AXotry ̂ xpV[ov ova]- 
t avrcot T7 r (LtaCQoOoptav OEfeiLvrep -ro0tS apyV[pOKo]- 

55 TroS. sc , /rc fj0pfaLra ycEypaarral rro ETrjXriA7t 7ra[pa r]- 

ov8E royv Vo'JLOV., KaWEAEWrWC o0 ypaua1revs rjs foA[Ns]. 

TRANSLATION 

Resolved by the Nomothetai, in the archonship of Hippodamas; Nikophon made 
the proposal: Attic silver currency is to be accepted when [it is shown to be] silver 
and bears the official die. Let the public Tester, who sits among [the] tables, 
test in accordance with these provisions every [day except] whenever there is a cash 
payment; at that time let him test in [the Bouleuterion.] If anyone brings forward 
[foreign silver currency] which has the same device as the Attic, [if it is good,] let the 
Tester give it back to the one who brought it forward; but if it is [bronze at the core,] 
or lead at the core, or counterfeit, let him cut it across [immediately] and let it be 
sacred to the Mother of the Gods and let him [deposit] it with the Boule. 

(Line 13) If the Tester does not sit at his post or if he does not test according to 
the law, let the Syllogeis tou demou beat [him] fifty lashes with the [whip]. If anyone 
does not accept whatever silver currency the Tester has approved, let everything that 
he offers for sale on [that] day be confiscated. Let denunciations for offences in the 
grain-market be laid [before] the Sitophylakes, for those in the agora and in [the rest] 
of the city before the Syllogeis tou demou; those [in the] market and in Peiraieus before 
the [Epimeletai] of the market, except for offences in the grain-market; offences [in 
the] grain-market are to be laid before the Sitophylakes. For [all those] denunciations 
which are up to ten drachmai the magistrates [are to be] competent to give a verdict; 
for those over ten [drachmai] let them bring them into the law court and let the Thes- 
mothetai assist them by allotting a court whenever they request one or let them be 
subject to a fine of [?] drachmai. Let [the one who] makes the denunciation receive 
a share of one-half, if he wins a conviction[---]. If the seller is a slave or a slave 
woman let [him] be beaten fifty lashes with the whip by [the magistrates] to whom the 
various denunciations have been assigned. If anyone of the magistrates does not 
act in accordance with the written instructions, let anyone of the Athenians who wishes, 
and to whom [it is permitted], bring [him] before the Boule. And if he is convicted, 
let him cease serving [as a magistrate] and let the Boule fine him up to [five hundred 
drachmai]. 

(Line 37) In order that there may also be a Tester in Peiraieus for [the] ship- 
owners and the merchants and [all] the others, let the Boule appoint one from among 
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the public slaves [---] or let it purchase one. Let the Apodektai [allot] the price and 
let the Epimeletai of the market see to it that he sits at the stele of Poseidon and let them 
apply the law in the same way as has been stated in the case of the Tester in the city. 

(Line 44) Inscribe this law on a stone stele and place one in the city among the 
tables, another in Peiraieus in front of the stele of Poseidon. Let the Secretary of the 
Boule report the price to the Poletai and let the Poletai introduce it into the Boule. 
Let the payment of the salary for the Tester in the market begin from the time he is 
appointed in the archonship of Hippodamas. Let the Apodektai allot the same amount 
as for the Tester in the city. For the future let his salary come from the same source 
as for the mint workers. 

(Line 55) If there is any decree recorded anywhere on a stele contrary to this 
present law, let the Secretary of the Boule tear it down. 

EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY 
Lines 1-2: The lettering in these two lines is not nearly as careful as that in the rest of the text. Stoiche- 

don order was not used and the letters are ca. 0.009 m. in height. In cutting rols in line 1 the mason 
originally carved TOS which he then "corrected" by cutting two verticals over the sigma and following 
them with the terminal sigma in its proper position. Line 1 begins 0.05 m. below the bottom of the crown- 
ing molding. 

Line 3: Of the dotted nu only the tip of a vertical stroke is visible in the lower left corner of the 
stoichos. 

Line 6: In the thirtieth letter-space there are dim traces of two vertical strokes with the surface 
between them damaged; eta, nu, and pi are the only possible readings. 

Line 8: In the twenty-fifth stoichos there is the tip of an unattached horizontal stroke in the bottom 
left corner and perhaps the very tip of another horizontal stroke at the left side of the stoichos about mid- 
way up toward the top. Zeta might conceivably be the only other possible reading. 

Line 9: In the thirty-first stoichos there is the bottom tip of a centered vertical. 
Line 11: Epigraphically the thirtieth letter could be either zeta or tau; only the top half is preserved. 
Line 14: Of the dotted pi in the twenty-seventh space only the bottom tip of a vertical stroke sur- 

vives in the lower left corner of the stoichos. 
Line 16: Of the dotted alpha there survives only the tip of a diagonal in the lower left corner of 

the stoichos. 
Line 17: In the thirty-second stoichos there is preserved a small segment of a centered vertical. 
Line 18: The tip of a horizontal stroke can be seen in the bottom right corner of the twenty-ninth 

stoichos. At this point the surface is broken in such a way as to limit the possible readings to zeta, xi, 
and omega. Of the thirty-second letter, after the sigma, no trace survives on the stone but the original surface 
is preserved for a distance of 0.007 m. to the right of sigma thus restricting possible readings to iota, tau, 
upsilon, and psi. 

Line 28: The bottom half of the nineteenth letter-space is damaged in such a way as to permit chi 
as an alternate reading. In the twenty-third stoichos the only surviving stroke is a horizontal along the 
top of the space. 

Line 29: The circular letter in the thirty-first space could also be theta as only-the outline is preserved. 
Line 30: Only the apex of a triangular letter survives in the second stoichos. The cross-bar of the 

alpha in the twenty-sixth stoichos was never cut. In the thirty-first space there is the dim outline of the top 
of a circular letter. 
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Line 39: In the thirty-first stoichos there is part of the left diagonal of a triangular letter but not 

enough original surface is preserved to determine whether or not it was joined by any other strokes. 
Line 41: Of the dotted lambda in the thirty-second stoichos only the lower half of the left diagonal is 

visible. 
Line 43: In the lower left corner of the twenty-ninth stoichos there is part of the arc of a circular 

letter. 
Line 51: Of the dotted upsilon only the lower part of a centered vertical survives. 
Line 52: The cross-bar of the alpha in the twenty-first stoichos was never cut. In the thirty-seventh 

stoichos only the bottom of a centered vertical survives. 
Line 55: The fifth stoichos is occupied by two letters, El. In the thirty-sixth space only the dim 

outline of a triangular letter is perceptible. 

COMMENTARY 
Unlike lines 1-2, on which see the commentary, above, p. 160, the rest of the text 

is neatly arranged in stoichedon order with spacious checker-units of ca. 0.0105 m., 
horizontally, and ca. 0.016 m., vertically. Apparently, this order was broken only in 
the fifth stoichos of line 55 which carries two letters, El. This stoichos provides an 
interesting glimpse of the stonecutter's thinking as he neared the end of this beautifully 
inscribed text, for when he began to carve line 55 he had ruled spaces available in this 
and the next line for seventy-eight letters. There were, however, seventy-nine letters 
remaining in the text from which he was copying, so that in order to finish neatly 
with two full lines and avoid having to inscribe the final sigma of foXA[s] as the only 
letter in a hypothetical line 57, he had to squeeze two letters into one stoichos. Iota 
is the letter most often used in such combinations but there were no iotas in the last 
forty-four letters of his copy. The squeezing of two letters into one stoichos had to be 
done, therefore, in line 55 and the mason did it early in the line perhaps preferring to 
place iota next to epsilon in the fifth stoichos as a tidier combination than 01 in the 
second space. 

The omission of the nu-movable of e'SofEv is remarkable in an Athenian document; 
I have found no earlier certain examples and only two others from the rest of the fourth 
century, I.G., II2, 123, line 6, 357/6, and I.G., II2, 207, line 1, 349/8.2 

Lines 1-2: A firm date for this law is established by the references in lines 1 and 

2 Pittakes' reading EAOEE in I.G., II2, 71, line 1 was shown to be erroneous when the fragment was 
rediscovered in the Agora Excavations; see Eleanor Weston, A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 347-353; B. D. Meritt, 
Hesperia, XIV, 1945, p. 118, with photograph. This may cast some doubt on the same reading in line 1 
of I.G., II2, 207, since the text of this part of the stone, which is now lost, is known only from the transcrip- 
tion in the same author's L'ancienne AthMnes, Athens, 1835, p. 500. "ESofe is certain in line 6 of I.G., 
II2, 123 but the cramped spacing of this line may have forced the mason to omit the final nu; see Ditten- 
berger, S.I.G.3, 192, note 2 and M. N. Tod, G.H.I., II, 156. "E`ofe has been restored in at least six other 
decrees of the fourth century; I.G., II2, 58, line 1; 276, line 4; 561, line 2; 592, line 4; 1145, line 1; S.E.G., 
II, 8, line 7. In none of these texts is such a restoration totally convincing. For ESoeEV from 323 to 146 
B.C. see A. S. Henry, Cl. Quart., XVII, 1967, p. 283, note 1, "Z'Soeev... always has the nu in all periods 
in the formula ESOfev r7mL fovAijtlr/ 

- 
8sotL." 
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51 to Hippodamas, the archon of 375/4; see Diodoros, XV, 38 and I.G., II2, 96-100, 
1425, 1445, 1622, 1635 B, 3037. 

The form of the preamble, which contains no references to the Boule or the Demos, 
is unique in state documents of this period and provides the earliest explicit evidence 
on stone for the activities of the Nomothetai. That such legislative officials had been 
in existence at least as early as 403/2 has always been clear from the decree of Teisa- 
menos quoted by Andokides, I, 83-84,3 and there is abundant evidence for their activi- 
ties in the third quarter of the fourth century in the orators4 and in inscriptions.5 Since, 
however, their duties in the decree of Teisamenos seem to have been limited to a 

scrutiny of the revised law code and since we have no other evidence about Nomothetai 
until 353/2, there has been an uncomfortable gap of about fifty years in our knowledge 
of these officials, which the present inscription will now help to fill. 

Taken by itself the brief preamble might be regarded as supporting evidence for 
U. Kahrstedt's theory6 that the Nomothetai, once appointed, worked independently 
of the Boule and Ekklesia and were not required to seek ratification of new laws from 

any other branch of the government. It is clear, however, from Andokides, I, 82-85, 
that in 403 B.C. the Nomothetai worked closely with the Boule and that sanction for 
the revised law code had to be secured from the Ekklesia.7 

3 For the distinction to be made between the two boards of Nomothetai mentioned in the decree of 
Teisamenos and a convincing interpretation of Andokides' remarks about them in I, 81-82 see A. R. W. 
Harrison, J.H.S., LXXV, 1955, pp. 32-33; cf. D. M. MacDowell, Andokides, On the Mysteries, Oxford, 
1962, p. 123. 

On the exact date of the institution of the Nomothetai and on their powers Harrison's caution, op. cit., 
pp. 33-35, is preferable to the extreme positions taken by U. Kahrstedt, Klio, XXXI, 1938, pp. 1-25; 
Gnomon, XVI, 1940, pp. 377-379, and Kathleen M. T. Atkinson, Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, 
XXIII, 1939, pp. 107-150. See also E. Ruschenbusch, ZOAQNO2 NOMOI, Historia, Einzelschriften 
IX, p. 55. On Nomothetai in Thucydides, VIII, 97, 2 and their restoration in line 16 of I.G., I2, 63 = 
A.T.L., II, A9 see R. Stroud, Drakon's Law on Homicide: University of California Publications: Classical 
Studies, III, 1968, pp. 21-24; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, Oxford, 1972, pp. 90, note 5; 230. 

4 Demosthenes, III, 10; XX, 89-94, 99, 137; XXIV, 17-38; Aischines, III, 38-40; cf. also Pollux, 
VIII, 101; Athenaios, XIII, 92, 610E. For modern discussions of the Nomothetai see G. Busolt, H. 
Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde, II, Munich, 1926, pp. 1011-1015, with earlier literature; U. Kahrstedt, 
op. cit.; Kathleen M. T. Atkinson, op. cit.; F. Wotke, R.E., Suppl. VII, 1940, s.v.; C. Hignett, A History 
of the Athenian Constitution, Oxford, 1952, pp. 299-305; A. R. W. Harrison, op. cit.; A. P. Christophilo- 
poulos, A07]va, LXIX, 1967, pp. 17-53; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, pp. 49-52, who rightly stresses 
the need for a full scale study of Nomothesia at Athens. 

5 I.G., I2, 140, 353/2 B.C.; 222, ca. 344 B.C.; 244, 337/6 B.C.; S.E.G., XII, 87, 337/6 B.C.; I.G., II2, 
334 with Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, pp. 239-247, 336-334 B.C.; I.G., II2, 330 and 333, 335/4 B.C.; VII, 4254 
= S.I.G.3, 298, 329/8 B.C.; I.G., II2, 487, 304/3 B.C. Dina Peppas-Delmousou has kindly pointed out to 
me an unpublished Athenian decree from Brauron containing the clause E8o'OXat rots vouLo0E'rats which she 
dates ca. 250 B.C.; cf. Ergon, 1961, pp. 24-25; J. and L. Robert, Rev. et.gr., LXXVI, 1963, p. 135, no. 91. 

6 Klio, XXXI, 1938, pp. 1-25. Cf. also E. Weiss, Griechisches Privatrecht, I, Leipzig, 1923, pp. 
104-105; Busolt-Swoboda, Gr. Staats., II, p. 1012; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, pp. 51-52. 

7 For the interaction of Nomothetai and Boule see J. H. Lipsius, Berlin. Philol. Wochenschrift, 
XXXVII, 1917, pp. 902-912; Mrs. Atkinson, op. cit., pp. 123-126. 
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Later evidence for the participation of the Boule in Nomothesia is meager. In a 
decree cited by Demosthenes, XXIV, 27, the Boule is instructed to avvvo[Lo0erelv 
with the Nomothetai but it is conspicuously absent from the law quoted in section 33 
of the same speech which outlines nomothetic voting procedure.8 

Although the preamble on our newly discovered stele lacks any reference to the 
Boule or the Ekklesia, it is still possible that the Nomothetai sent their approved version 
of the law of Nikophon to the Boule. If for no other reason, it would seem necessary to 
do this in order to have the Secretary of the Boule arrange for the publication of the 
law on the two stelai which are mentioned in lines 44-47.9 It is also the Secretary of 
the Boule who is instructed in lines 55-56 to seek out and destroy stelai which carry 
measures contradictory to the law of Nikophon. The words '8oeEV irj 3 ovArj KaC 

rwu rjCp are missing because this is a law, not a decree, but the absence of this clause 
may not by itself constitute evidence that these two bodies were excluded from the law- 
making process.10 

There is no indication in the text of when in the archonship of Hippodamas 
the Nomothetai presented their legislation about the Dokimastes. Nomothetai 
were generally appointed in the first prytany but the law quoted in Demosthenes, 
XXIV,2311 suggests that the length of time required for their report was determined 
on an ad hoc basis by the Ekklesia. In line 51 it is clear that the Dokimastes in the 
Peiraieus is to take office and receive his salary before the expiration of Hippodamas' 
archonship but we are not told how much time there was left in this year. For specula- 
tion about the historical setting of the law see pp. 185-188 below. 

The name of the orator in line 2 is too common to permit a certain identification. 
Of the fourteen or so known Nikophons perhaps the most likely candidate is NLKObCZV 

TqLayevovs @9qjL_aKEtEvs who was a member of the Boule in 367/6 and is listed as having 
dedicated a phiale to Athena in an inventory of 368/7.12 Other contenders include 
NLKo(b5v A0[JkovEvs who was Epistates in a decree of 405/4,13 NLKOO7V 'YpacSrjs who 

appears on a dikast's pinax of the fourth century,l4 NtKO(fJV 'AXapvevs who was buried 

8 The Proedroi in this law are probably to be identified as the 7Tp0r'poE TCr6v vo0oeTErwv; cf. I.G., 
II2, 222, lines 49-50; 330, lines 19-23; VII, 4254, lines 39-45; Aischines, III, 39; Rhodes, op. cit., pp. 28, 
51, who so identifies the Proedroi in the preamble of S.E.G., XII, 87, the law on tyranny. 

9 In the law on tyranny, the Secretary of the Boule is to supervise the erection of the two inscribed 
stelai and the expenses are to be met EKc T-CV KaTa 'rbiutqoata avaALaKOLevcWv rc75 S j/otC, S.E.G., XII, 87, 
lines 22-29; cf. I.G., II2, 140, lines 31-38. 

10 This point is well argued by W. Bannier, Berl. Philol. Wochenschrift, XXXVIII, 1918, pp. 113-120. 
11 Cf. Demosthenes' comment on this provision in XXIV, 25. 
12 W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 233, no. 43, line 45; I.G., II2, 1425, line 335. Pritchett, 

p. 239, plausibly suggests that these two texts refer to the same person. 
13 IG., II2, 1, line 6. 
14 I.G., II2, 1871; J. Kroll, Athenian Bronze Allotment Plates, Cambridge (Mass.), 1972, p. 108, 

no. 1. 
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in the fourth century on Salamis,15 and possibly NLKO,b6V 9&'pCvosg, the comic poet who 
was a contemporary of Aristophanes.'6 

Lines 3-4: For the phraseology compare the opening words of the Amphiktyonic 
decree of Ca. 96 B.C., EXEcr0at 7rarvTa[sg] rovs "'EArvas 'o ATTIKOV TETXpaXI4[ov] E(V 

SpaXtLaZs aJpyvpiov r&apaL, S.I.G.3, 729, lines 3-4; H. Pleket, Epigraphica, I, no. 13. 
Cf. also the monetary decree from Gortyn, I.C., IV, 162, lines 3-5, ro8 y' o0eXAovs ,'r 

EKET0Oat rovS gapyvpitos. As is clear from line 16, 'xe oOeaL means "accept in trade" ;17 

the law begins with the firm statement that Attic silver coins, when they are shown to be 
silver and have the official xapaKr jp, must be accepted in trade. 

On stone Athenians usually refer to their own currency as /LE&ar0ov but ArTLKOV 
is also attested; I.G., II2, 1369, line 42; 1492, lines 131, 133; 1652, line 13. Cf. E. 
Babelon, Traite des monnaies grecques et romaines, I, Paris, 1901, p. 492. 

The words Kat cI'X-t in line 4 indicate that a verb in the third person singular, 
subjunctive, middle or passive, once stood in the damaged area at the end of line 3. 
The two verbs were probably introduced by o'rav or o' TL dv and, although the exact 
wording is perhaps irretrievable, it seems clear that the clause defines the two charac- 
teristics which Attic silver coins must exhibit before the law enforces their acceptance. 
A possible restoration for line 3 might be o'r[av 8ELKvv'yr]aL arpyvpoy. Attractive, but 
in violation of the stoichedon order to the extent of one letter are also oTr[av sOKL- 
uac 7rT]aL and o' [t av OaiivrJ r]at. 

Genuine Attic silver coins have a xapaKrT'p which is 8Sqo'tros', public, official, 
and authorized. The second category of silver coins described in lines 8-10 has "the 
same XapaKr p as the Attic"; on its relation to the 8&tLtortos XapaKTr'p see below, p. 169. 
Strictly speaking, the XapaKrTp was the punch die which produced the reverse design of 
the coin, the owl on Athenian tetradrachms with the letters AeE.18 Actual examples 
have been found19 and the punch and anvil dies, called XapaKTijpES Kat aKUoVticKO t, 

which were used to strike the emergency gold coinage of Athens at the end of the fifth 

15 S.E.G., XXI, 839. 
16 R.E., XVII.1, s.v. His last recorded activity falls in 388, but J. M. Edmonds has suggested that his 

Birth of Aphrodite is as late as 375, The Fragments of Attic Comedy, I, Leiden, 1957, p. 935. 
17 Cf. Aristophanes. Ekklesiazusai, 821-822, a(vEKpay o K'qpVe [' S'eeoaOat Iq&eva XaAKovv ro Ao&tov'V 

apyvpo yap 

X 

pxp a/EOa. For SeX egOaL used in a different sense to indicate the value of a coin see Josephos, 
Jew. Ant., III, 195. 

18 For this technical meaning see the evidence collected by A. K6rte, Hermes, LXIV, 1929, pp. 71-75; 
L. Robert, Revue Numismatique, IV (sixth series), 1962, pp. 18-24; J. Hangard. Monetaire en Daarmee 
Verwante Metaforen, Groningen, 1963, pp. 17-22. 

19 G. Dattari, Journ. Int. d'Arch. Num., VIII, 1905, pp. 110-111; C. C. Vermeule, Some Notes on 
Ancient Dies and Coining Methods, London, 1954, pp. 10-12, nos. 2-5. Two of these dies are of lead and 
may have been used for purposes similar to that which is found in I.G., II2, 1013, line 64, Xp-orG[a&] Tr 
aircot pLeTpWL KEX[a]paybEvt r TaIp XapaKTp[ [] pAoAv[fl8vw]t; Hangard, op. cit., p. 7, note 1. The authenticity 
of these dies has been questioned by several numismatists. 
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century, appear in the fourth-century inventories of the Opisthodomos.20 The meaning 
of -rv 8qpoolrtoy Xa[paKr7jpa] is, therefore, strictly "the official die" or, since XapaKrjp 
also comes to mean that which is produced by the die, "the official device", which 
perhaps need not be restricted to the reverse stamp on the coin.21 The Attic silver 
coins mentioned in lines 3-4 had to carry the official stamp of the state. 

It seems unlikely that xapaK7crp in our inscription can mean a particular kind of 
coin, as it appears to do in the troubled passage Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 10,2, jv 8' o apXaFosg 
XapaKrTjp 8i8paXvov.22 The coin which replaced the didrachm and which remained the 
standard Attic unit was the tetradrachm, but if the Nomothetai had intended to restrict 
their law to Athenian tetradrachms in lines 3-4 and to other tetradrachms which re- 
sembled the Attic in lines 8-9, they surely would have used a more precise formulation 
than the two phrases which are on the stone. Moreover, it is likely that transactions 

involving smaller denominations than tetradrachms were envisaged by the Nomothetai 
since in lines 24 and 30 their law is applicable to slave shopkeepers and to disputes 
involving sums under ten drachmai. 

The Nomothetai are careful to specify that the coin must be both pure silver and 
struck from the official die, for falsification could be practiced in the mint itself by 
using the state dies on adulterated metal. This seems to have been what Diogenes the 
Cynic did at his native Sinope ca. 362-345 B.C.; see the convincing reconstruction of 
Giuseppina Donzelli, Siculorum Gymnasium, XI, 1958, pp. 96-101, followed by Bogaert, 
Banques, pp. 226-229. Most scholars reject this story; see recently P. von der Mutihll, 
Mus. Helv., XXIII, 1966, pp. 236-239, but in their reconstructions the frequency of 
test cuts in Sinopean silver coins of this period is usually unexplained. J. Graf, Num. 
Zeitsch., XXXV, 1903, pp. 77-79, has an interesting discussion on the frequency of 
ancient counterfeiters working out of the state mint. 

Lines 4-8: o SoKqauar/g o 8r-jo'mosr. This inscription contains by far our earliest 
and most explicit information about this little-known Athenian official.23 That private 
banks in Athens often employed "testers" to verify the genuineness of coins used in 

20 I.G., II2, 1408, lines 11-13; 1409, line 5; 1424a, lines 115-120; 1425, line 375; 1438 + Hesperia, VII, 
1938, p. 285, line 23; 1469, line 107; 1471, line 56. For the identification of these dies see A. M. Woodward, 
J.H.S., XXIX, 1909, pp. 176-177; Num. Chron., XI (4th series), 1911, pp. 351-356, and the works cited 
above in note 18. 

21 Cf. 'ov rijs -rofAEWs xapaKripa in the Menas inscription from Sestos, ca. 130-120 B.C., Dittenberger, 
O.G.L., no. 339, lines 44-46; H. von Fritze, Nomisma, I, 1907, pp. 1-13; J. R. Melville Jones, Num. Chron., 
XII (seventh series), 1972, p. 40. For other examples of this use of xapaKcrp see note 18. 

22 For this meaning of xapaKr'4p compare Diodorus, XVII, 66, V7Tr7PXev evVaKtcrXtAa TraAavra Xpvaov^ 

xapaKTr7pa 3apeLKov E-xovra; A. Korte, Hermes, LXIV, 1929, p. 75. In Critica Storica, IV, 1964, pp. 393- 
396, G. Nenci has attempted to interpret XapaK-rp in [Aristotle], Oik., II, 1347 a 8 as meaning the "modulo 
monetario ". 

23 Our Dokimastes is clearly to be distinguished from his homonym who appears in the Athenian naval 
lists, e.g. I.G., II2, 1604, line 56. 
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private transactions has always been clear from Menander fr. 581 (Korte); scattered 
references in inscriptions and the lexicographers show that this practice was followed 
in several other Greek cities.24 In the public sphere there is evidence for Athenian 
Dokimastai25 concerned with testing coins in a financial document of 306-304 B.C., 

I.G., II2, 1492 B, where [SoKt]araoTra TaA[a]vTa (line 102) and rO X%pVlov ['S]oKI/aoEv 

Z7To[vS---] (line 137) can be read. U. K6hler's conjecture that the man named in line 
137 was a Dokimastes and a public slave (cf. line 111 where two srfCJoLaoL are listed as 

participants in the transactions of 306/5) now finds welcome confirmation in the law 
of 375/4.26 

The Dokimastes of our inscription, who sits among the tables and who is dis- 

tinguished from his newly appointed colleague in the Peiraieus by the phrase ev rW&t 

aor"eL (line 43), is already an established Athenian official. This seems clear from the 

phraseology of lines 4-8 and from the reference in lines 52-53 to his (unstated) salary 
which is to serve as a model for his counterpart. We do not know for certain how much 
earlier than 375/4 the Athenians had appointed such an official but we may probably 
think of him as already a familiar figure in the banking district at the time when the 
Nomothetai passed their law. I shall suggest below, pp. 176-177, that there was an 
official Dokimastes in Athens as early as 398 B.C. 

His duties, as now defined, are to test Attic silver coins for the two properties 
mentioned in line 4 every day among the tables and in the Bouleuterion whenever there 
is a payment to the state. In lines 8-10 he is told what to do with a second category of 
silver coins, which I shall discuss presently, and in lines 10-13 the Nomothetai instruct 
him how properly to deal with counterfeit coins. To avoid misunderstanding of this 
law, a copy of it is to be inscribed on a stele to be erected among the tables, where the 
Dokimastes sits, for immediate reference (lines 44-46). Failure of the Dokimastes 
to remain at his post or to test coins in accordance with the law will result in a beating 
of fifty lashes administered by the Syllogeis tou demou who are, presumably, his 

supervisors. The mandatory acceptance of coins pronounced genuine by the Dokimastes 

(lines 3, 16-17) is to be enforced by others; the public slave is charged only with making 
accurate pronouncements. His salary is not specified since the new law brings no 

change in it but the Apodektai in lines 52-53 know what it is because they are instructed 
to pay the Dokimastes in Peiraieus at the same rate. They are the most likely paymasters 
for both of these public slaves and it is probable that the Dokimastes in the city worked 

closely with the Apodektai on the-occasions when he tested coins in the Bouleuterion. 
24 For good collections of the testimonia and secondary literature see Hangard, op. cit., pp. 26-27; 

R. Bogaert, Banques et banquiers dans les cites grecques, Leiden, 1968, pp. 44-47, 238, 318. 
25 It is conceivable that one appears in line 4 of I.G., II2, 413 where [SoKL]lacrjrs is a possible restora- 

tion but the date is uncertain and the context unclear. 
26 Ath. Mitt., V, 1880, p. 279. For demosioi as guardians of official weights and measures see I.G., 

II2, 1013 + Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 127, no. 7 and 0. Jacob, Les esclaves publics a Athenes: Bibliotheque 
de la Faculte de Philosophie et Lettres de l'Universite' de Liege, XXXV, 1928, pp. 110-121. 
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Me-rac v rav Tpa7rTTEcv: In this inscription "the tables" are defined only in 

general terms as being ev [a'ar]T t, line 45. From the duties of the Dokimastes in the 
city and the position occupied by both his counterpart in Peiraieus and the stele to be 
erected there (ev TrnC [EpTr]opL`ot, line 50) it is a legitimate inference that "the tables" 
in the city were in or near the center of commercial activity. The finding-place of our 
stele adds a little weight to this suggestion although its re-use in the Great Drain con- 
siderably reduces its evidential value. Two passages in Plato, however, explicitly 
place "the tables" in the Agora,27 so that we are safe in seeking the original position of 
our stele and the Dokimastes' seat there. 

That the tables in question were those of bankers and money-changers seems 
assured by the evidence of the present law;28 the Dokimastes is stationed where the 
interchange of silver coins is most intense. There is still little decisive evidence as to 
the position of the banking district within the Agora but some indications point in the 
direction of the northwest corner where our stele was found. In Theodoretos, Thera- 
peutika, XII, 175,17 the tables and the Herms are mentioned together as favorite 
haunts of Socrates. If this combination of names in so late a source (5th century 
after Christ) can be taken as indicating their propinquity, we might place "the tables" 
in the northwest corner of the Agora where the Stoa of the Herms is now known to have 
been situated.29 Bankers and money-changers would have found many customers in a 
location so close to the principal entrance to the square.30 

For 'raat [[epcat] in line 6 cf. I.G., II2, 1368, line 153 and Hesperia, XVI, 1947, 
p. 165, no. 64, line 22; Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 43,3.31 

Line 7: Xparcy KaTraoA/ . The wording is very close to Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 
47,5, orav 8' aj rp[riArcov Katrac]oA-', where the Apodektai receive payments of public 
revenue in the Bouleuterion, cf. 48,1. The demosios who assists them in Ath. Pol., 
47,5 was probably an avTrLypaWevs who kept the records.32 Aristotle does not mention 
the Dokimastes here (or elsewhere) but it is clear from our line 7 that after 375/4 he too 
was present on such occasions to verify the genuineness of silver coins paid to the 
Apodektai. The ninth prytany seems to have had a concentration of KarasoAal in the 

27 Plato, Hippias Minor, 368 b; Apology, 17 c. Cf. Theophrastos, Characters, V,7; Plutarch, Moralia, 
70 e. For other testimonia see R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, III, Princeton, 1957, pp. 192-193, 
206. For banks in Athens see Bogaert's good summary, Banques, pp. 60-92. 

28 Previous suggestions that the words a T'rpa7TE4aI designated either counters for the display of saleable 
goods or the dining rooms in South Stoa I in the Agora now seem very unlikely. For these see R. E. 
Wycherley, op. cit., p. 192; J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens, London, 1971, p. 534. 

29 J. Threpsiades, E. Vanderpool, IEAr., XVIII A, 1963, pp. 108-109. 
30 Another attraction of this part of the Agora might have been the concentration of stoas in the north- 

west corner. For stoas as favored positions for bankers' tables see R. Bogaert, Banques, pp. 186, 231, 
253, 375. I am indebted to H. A. Thompson for advice on the position of the banking tables in the Agora. 
See H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, XIV, Princeton, 1972, p. 171. 

31 I owe this restoration to D. M. Lewis. 
32 See Jacob, op. cit. (above, note 26), pp. 127-130. 
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Bouleuterion33 but some payments fell due each prytany34 and, on the days when 
the Apodektai received them, the Dokimastes in the city would not have been at his 
post among the banking tables. 

Lines 8-10: The restorations here are uncertain. Something is brought forward 
which is neuter singular (E'ov, line 9) and which has the same charakter as the Attic. 
The Dokimastes is instructed to do one of two things to it: he either gives it back 
(a1roS&SoT))35 to the one who presented it or, if it is fake, he is told &8aKo7TIE'TW. Since 
the second imperative, S3aKo7TrE'Tw , is immediately preceded by a conditional clause, 
which begins near the end of line 10, it is possible that the first imperative, a7iroSortow, 
was similarly qualified and that a very brief protasis is lurking behind E[...7...] 
at the end of line 9. It is to be noted that the protasis preceding 8taKO7TETrw is intro- 
duced by eav 8e and contains no verb. 

The thing brought forward in line 8 is obviously money and, since what the 
Dokimastes " cuts across" 36 in lines 10-11 is fake money, we might reasonably suggest 
that the thing which he is told to hand back to the one who has brought it forward in 
lines 9-10 ought to be good money. In line 3 the first category of money to be scrutin- 
ized by the Dokimastes is rd apyvptov To ATTLKOV which has the 8o'atos- xapaKcr4p. 
The second category in lines 8-11 cannot also be Attic money because it is defined as 
"having the same charakter as the Attic." Using these indicators from the preserved 
text, I tentatively suggest the following restoration, which is translated above, p. 159: 
Eav 8E TtL 7TpOaEVEYK7t ;[E]V[tYKOV apyvptov] ov rov avXToy XapaKTr?pa Tol ATTL[KcC]P, 

[av KcaAoV,] aTro8toro rWt 7TpocyrEVEyKCOVT.37 

The Dokimastes' instructions at this point in the law do not extend to foreign 
silver coins in general, only to those having the same charakter as the Attic. If these are 

33 Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47,4, 8o Kat 7TrAEatrm xp4i-ara ert rawrrjS OAAE'yerat rrs 7rpvravetlas. Cf. 
section 3 of this same chapter and 54, 2; Andokides, I, 73; Dem., XXIV, 40, 93; LIX, 7; I.G., I2, 94, 
lines 15-17. 

34 Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47, 2-48, 2; Demosthenes, LIX, 27; I.G., II2, 1622, line 570. 
35 The technical meaning of a7ro&8opat = rwAEco, as in exchange transactions involving two kinds of 

coins, does not seem appropriate in the present context where the imperative is active; on this meaning see 
Bogaert, Banques, pp. 43-44. 

36 For the meaning of &taKo'Tco, see below, pp. 173-174. 
37 For the dotted xi in line 8 see above, p. 160. Noptafuka is a possible restoration at the end of line 8 

but it seems unlikely in view of the use of apyvptov in line 3 and the fact that, if 6[E]V[[Ko'V] is right, vo'Luuaa 
fails by one letter-space to fill up the stoichedon line. 

The fact that eVtKoCV apyvptov in Attic inscriptions usually designates regular coinages of foreign 
states, e.g. I.G., I2, 313, line 55; 314, line 64; Meiggs and Lewis no. 45, need not militate against the 
suggested restoration; the qualifying participial clause in line 9 makes it clear that the reference is to 
foreign currency of a special sort. 

At the end of line 9 there does not seem to be room for a longer adjective such as yvr'atov or 
ooKqLOV on which see H. Volkmann, Hermes, LXXIV, 1939, pp. 99-102. For the restoration of KaAo'v 

compare Menander fr. 581 (Korte) tva l rapyvpwv K aAov o oKtpacrr 8. All the other words 
for genuine coins listed by Pollux, III, 86, are too long to fit the space in line 9. 
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genuine, he hands them back to the one who presented them. If they are counterfeit, 
he is to follow the instructions of lines 10-13. We have, therefore, a category of silver 
coins not struck in Attica but having the same charakter as the Attic about the authen- 
ticity of which there seems to have been sufficient doubt to prompt this official state- 
ment by a special legislative commission. The Nomothetai are also concerned in line 
3 to enforce the acceptance in trade of genuine Attic silver coins and in lines 16-18 
strict penalties are laid down for anyone who does not accept d a[p]y[vp]tov o' tr[ av 
o 8oKt][taTr77rs SoKtIa'o7Lt, which must include the category of coins in lines 8-9. What 
then are these foreign silver coins which have the same charakter as the Attic and 
which have apparently been causing such difficulties in the agora of Athens and in the 
emporion in Peiraieus in 375 B.C. ? 

The answer lies, I think, in the meaning of the word xapaKr'jp. Unlike Attic 
silver coins, which have the demosios charakter, the coins in lines 8-10 have a charakter 
which is the same as the Attic. The word must then mean the same thing in both 
passages. For the reasons stated above, pp. 164-165, it is very unlikely that XapaKTrjp 
in line 4 is to be interpreted as meaning a variety or denomination of coin. Although 
weight might have been a factor in determining the genuineness of a silver coin, it 
seems, therefore, that the Dokimastes is not being specifically instructed in lines 8-10 
about coins which are merely on the same weight standard as the Attic. It is better to 
interpret c'xov rov avLroy XapaKTr7pa rTo ATTrrt[K)]t in line 9 to mean "having the same 

type (or device or die) as the Attic", i.e. the owl and AOE and probably, by extension, 
the head of Athena. Such coins would have exhibited the Attic types but, not having 
been struck at the official Athenian mint, they were "foreign". Among them, as lines 
10-13 imply, there must have been some fakes about which the Dokimastes is given 
precise instructions. Most of these coins, however, were probably genuine, struck 
abroad in imitation of Athenian owls in good faith, and the Nomothetai now legislate 
their mandatory acceptance on the same basis as silver currency from the Athenian 
mint. 

The need for such legislation and the special form in which it was drafted probably 
indicate that by 375/4 a considerable quantity of such silver coinage was arriving in 
Athens and that for some reason it was being rejected by Athenian merchants. Some 

speculation on the reasons for this rejection is offered below, pp. 186-187. Here we 
must only note some of the possible origins of foreign silver currency struck with dies 
that resembled those of Athens. 

Egypt must be regarded as a leading candidate. In the first quarter of the fourth 
century she was herself without an active local currency;38 and yet numerous Greek 

38 See J. Mavrogordato, Num. Chron., VIII (fourth series), 1908, pp. 197-207; G. K. Jenkins, ibid., 
XV (sixth series), 1955, pp. 144-150; J. G. Milne, Journ. Egypt. Arch., XIX, 1933, pp. 119-121; XXIV, 
1938, pp. 200-201; J. W. Curtis, ibid., XLIII, 1957, pp. 71-76; E. Will, Rev. et. anc., LXII, 1960, pp. 
262-264; C. M. Kraay, P. R. S. Moorey, Rev. Num., X (sixth series), 1968, pp. 227-228. 
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mercenaries were retained by the Pharaohs in their struggles against Persia.39 It is 
probable that the large numbers of silver Athenian tetradrachms and their local 
imitations which are found in Egyptian hoards indicate that these mercenaries, many 
of whom were Athenian, demanded payment in one of the most respected currencies 
of their homeland.40 Many of the owls from Egyptian hoards are stylistically indis- 
tinguishable from tetradrachms struck in Athens with Attic silver;41 others, however, 
are clearly imitations42 and evidence that Egypt probably did produce silver coins 
"with the same charakter as the Attic" is supplied by the discovery at Tel el-Athrib 
of one of the actual dies used to mint such pieces.43 It is perhaps doubtful that the 
Athenian state sent official dies abroad for the use of foreign potentates, nor would the 
latter necessarily have needed them, provided that their coins were of good silver and 
consistent in weight.44 The official Athenian dies were apparently copied closely in 
some cases and we hear of no attempt on the part of Athens to discourage such foreign 

39 H. W. Parke, Greek Mercenary Soldiers, Oxford, 1933, pp. 57-62, 105-112; Curtis, op. cit.; F. K. 
Kienitz, Die politische Geschichte Agyptens vom 7. bis zum 4. Jahrhundert vor der Zeitwende, Berlin, 1953, 
pp. 76-121, especially 115-121. 

40 G. Dattari, Yourn. Int. d'Arch. Num., VIII, 1905, pp. 103-111; J. W. Curtis, op. cit.; F. K. Kienitz, 
op. cit.; J. G. Milne, op. cit. and Journ. Egypt. Arch., XXV, 1939, pp. 182-183. 

A similar situation seems to have arisen in Sicily during the second half of the fourth century when 
Corinthian silver Pegasoi became so predominant a medium of exchange that not only Corinthian depend- 
encies in western Greece but also at least nine cities in Sicily and Magna Graecia were minting them. 
Some of the Pegasoi minted at Syracuse even carry the koppa of the metropolis below the horse on the 
obverse. These pieces, from a Corinthian viewpoint, could be described as ?EVLKOV apyvplov x'ov0 rov 
avrTov apaKrTqpa -ir- KoptvOtaKU. On this subject see R. J. A. Talbert's valuable study in Num. Chron., 
XI (seventh series), 1971, pp. 53-66. 

41 Jenkins, op. cit., pp. 146-147, especially note 26. 
42 See J. N. Svoronos, Les monnaies d'Athenes, Munich, 1923-26, pis. 108-109. On the whole question 

of imitations of Attic silver coins in the east see the valuable and detailed study by D. Schlumberger in 
Tresors monetaires d'Afghanistan: Memoires de la Delegation Archeologique Franfaise en Afghanistan, 
XIV, 1953, pp. 1-30. 

43 G. Dattari, Journ. Int. d'Arch. Num., VIII, 1905, pp. 110-111. J. N. Svoronos' theory that this 
die was stolen from the Athenian mint by a thief who fled to Egypt is unnecessary, Corolla Numismatica. 
Numismatic Essays in honour of Barclay V. Head, Oxford, 1906, pp. 285-295. See also G. F. Hill, Num. 
Chron., II (fifth series), 1922, p. 14. J. G. Milne, Journ. Egypt. Arch., XIX, 1933, pp. 119-121, has sug- 
gested that the 54 Athenian tetradrachms in perfect condition which belong to the Beni Hasan hoard of 
ca. 360 were minted in Egypt. 

44 As they frequently were; cf. for instance, the weights of the "barbarous" Athenian tetradrachms 
in the Tell el-Mashkuta hoard from Egypt, E. S. G. Robinson, Num. Chron., VII (sixth series), 1947, p. 
118, and those from Al-Mina, ibid., XVII (fifth series), 1937, p. 186. See also G. K. Jenkins, ibid., XV 
(sixth series), 1955, p. 146. 

E. Will, Rev. et. anc., LXII, 1960, p. 264, note 1, is rightly skeptical of the theory of J. W. Curtis, Journ. 
Egypt. Arch., XLIII, 1957, p. 72, that the Athenians sent official dies to Egypt as part of their agreement with 
the Pharaoh Hakoris and Euagoras of Kypros. J. G. Milne, loc. cit., felt that the Pharoah Tachos probably 
obtained old tetradrachm dies from Athens through his war-minister Chabrias but since we know that the 
monarch had Athenian-type dies made for his gold coins, his craftsmen could also have produced dies for 
silver. Also, the Beni Hasan tetradrachms do not on the whole appear to have been struck from worn dies. 
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imitations. Indeed in the first quarter of the fourth century, when the Laureion mines 
and the Athenian mint seem to have been operating considerably below capacity,45 
Athens may have welcomed what was in some respects a compliment to the reputation 
of her owls. 

Not all the imitations of Athenian silver coins of this period come from Egypt. 
On the basis of hoard evidence, Al-Mina in Syria46 has also been suggested as a center 
where such coins were struck. Arabia, Palestine, Philistia, and even the Persian 
satraps have been cited as probable sources.47 

Lines 10-13: Counterfeit silver coins are here defined as being v7r[O'xaAKov], 
iv7ropoAvg8ov, or Kt83rAov. The first two terms are specific; Klsr7AXov is apparently 

generic and covers any other variety of falsification. On v&ro'CXaAKov, see Pollux, VII, 
104: vTrrapyvpov e rTo Kld8/rAiov Xpvarov. aTrro e XaAKov^ v7ro'XaAKov voLutroLa and III, 
86; Souda Lex., s.v.; Hangard, op. cit., p. 24.48 Subaerate coins are the most common 

type of fake currency from antiquity49 and I shall illustrate some particularly interesting 
specimens from Athens presently. They were also on occasion issued by the state as 
official currency, as at Athens in 407/6,50 but it is unlikely that the Dokimastes was 

45 A break in Athenian minting activity soon after the emergency gold and bronze issues of 406 and a 

resumption of silver coinage in 394 B.C. has been postulated by E. S. G. Robinson, Num. Chron., XVII 

(fifth series), 1937, pp. 188-190; ibid., VII (sixth series), 1947, pp. 119-120; A.N.S. Museum Notes, IX, 
1960, pp. 12-15; C. M. Kraay, Coins of Ancient Athens, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1968, pp. 7-8. To judge 
from the number of Attic dies used in this period, however, the recovery of the mint was not a rapid one. 
Reduced production of Laureiotic silver in the first quarter of the fourth century is a likely inference also 
from the loss of large numbers of slaves in the last decade of the Peloponnesian war, Thucydides, VII, 
27, and perhaps from the recommendations in Xenophon, Poroi, 4, but other evidence, including the Attic 
mining leases, cannot be considered decisive. On this question see R. J. Hopper, B.S.A., XLVIII, 1953, 
pp. 247-254. 

46 E. S. G. -Robinson, Num. Chron., XVII (fifth series), 1937, pp. 188-189. 
47 E. T. Newell, Miscellanea Numismatica: Cyrene to India: Numismatic Notes and Monographs, 

LXXXII, 1938, pp. 53-75, 82-88; E. S. G. Robinson, Num. Chron., VII (sixth series), 1947, p. 115; 
D. Schlumberger, op. cit.; H. A. Troxell, W. F. Spengler, Museum Notes, XV, 1969, pp. 1-19. 

48 In Num. Chron., XII (seventh series), 1972, pp. 39-43, J. R. Melville Jones demonstrates that 

XaAK?Os is often to be interpreted as a synonym of vro'XaAKos in inventories of temple treasures in the 
Hellenistic period. See also the condemnation of counterfeiters from Dyme who are put to death because 
[v6]jutcraa E'KO7TTOV vXaA[KIoV], H. W. Pleket, Epigraphica, I, no. 11. 

49 See the classic study of J. Graf, "Miinzverfailschungen im Altertum", Num. Zeitsch., XXXV, 
1903, pp. 1-130, where numerous examples from over fifty Greek states are listed. E. Schmalzriedt, 
"Systematisches zum Problem der Falschen Miinzen antiker Zeit", Studium Generale, XIII, 1960, pp. 
299-312, mainly theoretical. Counterfeit specimens of the earliest series of coins from mints such as Aigina 
and Corinth, as well as an electrum-plated subaerate from Samos, 600-550 B.C. (E. S. G. Robinson, Cen- 
tennial Publication of the American Numismatic Society, New York, 1958, pp. 591-594, no. 9), show that 
this type of falsification was developed very early in the history of Greek coinage. For bibliography see 
Hangard, op. cit., pp. 10-12; Bogaert, Banques, pp. 315-318. On the technical aspects, W. Campbell, 
"Greek and Roman Plated Coins", Numismatic Notes and Monographs, LVII, 1933. 

50 For Athens, Aristophanes, Frogs, 718-737 with Scholiast; Ekklesiazusai, 815-822. E. S. G. 
Robinson, A.N.S. Museum Notes, IX, 1960, pp. 8-15. Other examples include Perdikkas of Macedon, 
who struck bronze mixed with tin, Polyainos, IV, 10, 2; Thibron the Spartan harmost, 400/399, Pollux, 
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exclusively concerned with these particular subaerates in 375/4, for they had been 
recalled in the late 'nineties,51 and it is clear from the protasis of lines 8-9 that we are 
here dealing with currency which, unlike the subaerates of 407, did not carry the official 
Attic charakter. The v7roXaAKa in question must be silvered owls struck either by 
individual forgers or by foreign states who issued them as part of a policy of deliberate 
debasement. For speculation on the motives of such a policy see below, pp. 186-187. 

Vro,OXva38ov seems to be a hapax legomenon. I have accented it on the analogy 
of vI7oai8)pov, v17r6XaAKov, v-npyvpov and other similar compounds collected by Han- 
gard, op. cit., pp. 66-67. Counterfeit coins with a lead core are rarely found in the 
Greek world,52 but this particular variety of fake may be as early as the third quarter 
of the sixth century. Herodotos' story, III, 56, that Polykrates of Samos used gilded 
lead coins to buy off the besieging Spartans may rightly be called "an idle tale" by the 
historian but there have survived at least five lead coins of Samos, ca. 550-525 B.C., 
which were probably once covered by a thin coat of gold or silver and passed for a time 
as genuine.53 An Archaic counterfeit coin from the sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia 
(below, p. 175) may have had a lead core and the practice is attested also by 
Demosthenes, XXIV, 214: apyvpicp pev roAXaa r6v IroAEcov Kal bcavEpcw rrTpos XaXAKOV 
Kat poXAV/38OV KEKpaL(LEVWo XppEEVa aCr'ovTaC. 

We are not told how the Dokimastes went about detecting a fake coin,54 but his 

III, 86; Photios s.v. 9t9pW'vetov vo'juapa; Klazomenai, [Aristotle], Oik., 1348 b. See J. Graf, op. cit., 
pp. 42-45; K. Regling, R.E., IV A, s.v. Subaeratus, coll. 471-474; Hangard, op. cit., pp. 10-16. For a 
possibly official subaerate from fourth-century Corinth see Joan E. Fisher, Hesperia, XLI, 1972, pp. 177- 
178. 

51 Aristophanes, Ekklesiazusai, 821-822, quoted above, note 17. The exact date of the play is not known 
but 392 B.C. is a likely inference from the scholiast's note at line 193; K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, 
Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972, p. 190. The abandonment of the bronze coinage probably followed closely 
Konon's return in 393 for he brought vast sums of Persian gold to Athens, Xen., Hell., IV, 8, 9-10. 

52 E. Babelon, Traite, pp. 372-373; J. Graf, op. cit., p. 34. 
53 E. S. G. Robinson, Centennial Publication of the American Numismatic Society, New York, 1958, 

pp. 591-594; B.C.H., LXXXII, 1958, p. 655. Robinson's objection to Babelon's classification of these 
pieces as "stateres en plomb dore", Traite, II, p. 221, because no trace of gilding or silver survives on them 
today, is refuted by the B.C.H. coin from the German excavations at Samos which carries a tiny amount of 
gilding. In discussing these coins J. P. Barron, The Silver Coins of Samos, Oxford, 1966, p. 17, speaks of 
six specimens but he includes the electrum subaerate mentioned in note 49 which was probably minted on a 
different occasion. Barron holds that Herodotos' "misplaced scepticism is refuted by the survival of the 
coins themselves." 

54 His task, as Bogaert, Banques, pp. 316-318, and others have remarked, was probably not an easy 
one since many genuine coins exhibit minor imperfections in dies and method of striking and many fake 
coins probably originated at the mint where the official dies were available for clandestine striking; above, 
p. 165. Among other devices, the Dokimastes probably employed a touchstone, Theophrastos, De Lap., 
46 with the notes of D. E. Eichholz ed., Oxford, 1965. See also the important passage of Arrian, Epiktetos, 
I, 120. For useful discussions with testimonia and bibliography on this question, Babelon, Traite, I, p. 
873; J. Graf, loc. cit., pp. 22-25; Hangard, op. cit., pp. 14, 26, 39, 51-61; L. Robert, Etudes de numismatique 
grecque, Paris, 1951, pp. 163-164; Bogaert, op. cit., pp. 320-322. 
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instructions for dealing with it once detected are explicit and revealing: SLaKO7TeT4W 

7ra[... .]a. The restoration is uncertain since the lost letters might have indicated 
how, where, or when the Dokimastes was to cut the coin; 7Ta[pavrlc]a, however, is 
appealing. Counterfeit coins so cut by the Dokimastes are to be deposited by him with 
the Boule and become sacred property of the Mother of the Gods. 

For this use of SLaKo7T1reLV the Souda Lexikon is helpful: taKeKO7TTrat, otov 

adoKL/Lov EUTcL. EiK07rT7ov yap To a3o'Kticov vo6iJctpa ol 7raAaLol. What was the purpose 
of this cut and what form did it take ? It is unlikely that the cut was a test of the coin's 
genuineness, for, as we have seen, the Dokimastes had other means of making this 
determination, and the language of lines 10-13 clearly implies that the cutting came 
after the detection of the forgery. Also, this is what the Souda passage says, if we can 
interpret it so exactly; it is the base coin which is cut, not that coins are cut to deter- 
mine their baseness. Coins were certainly cut in antiquity to test for impure cores, 
especially in the Near East where silver coinage was not the normal medium of ex- 
change,55 but the prefix Sta- suggests something more serious than test cuts which, 
on coins from hoards in Greece, tend to be relatively small and are usually made at the 
edges of the flan. Moreover, a Dokimastes is not needed if someone wishes to test a 
coin by this method. It is more likely that the Dokimastes was ordered to " cut through " 
or "cut across" the coin in order to deface it after he had determined its impure 
nature. Although the date and circumstances of the story remain obscure, defacement 
seems clearly to have been the motive of the Athenians in the anecdote preserved in a 
scholiast to Gregory Nazianzenos: oi AOqvalot Xtovs ftuov^vfh ESv ETlSo aS8OKjzLotS 

EavTrov voo/LtaLLaat X EyXaparTovreS EKa'AOVV XifSI3Aa' ELra r7TpoS TO ev`covorEpov ieEre/3aAov 

ro X tS K, Migne, Pat. Graeca, XXXVI, p. 1212 d.56 
Since the counterfeit coins of our law were retained under the protection of the 

Mother of the Gods, the prefix ala- probably does not mean that they were broken 
up completely57 and I would feel happier about the suggestion of Liddell-Scott- 
Jones, 9th ed. that S8aKo7TTEtV means to punch a hole through the coin if we had several 
such examples from Athens. It seems much more likely that the cut made by the 
Dokimastes was the same as that found on a number of known subaerates some of 
which come from Athens and are illustrated on Plate 25. A broad gash deep into the 
face of these coins exposes the rotten core and seems clearly to have been designed to 
deface, rather than merely to test, while the coin remains whole and capable of being 

55 This is especially, though not exclusively, the case in Egypt, G. Dattari, Journ. Int. d'Arch. Num., 
VIII, 1905, p. 104; E. S. G. Robinson, Num. Chron., VII (sixth series), 1947, p. 116; M. M. Austin, 
Greece and Egypt in the Archaic Age: Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., Supplement II, 1970, p. 72. 

56 Cf. Et. Mag., s.v. K38&Aov; Schol. ad Aristophanes, Birds, 158. According to the latter it was the 
coins of the Chians which the Athenians defaced and put back into circulation as counterfeit. 

57 As in the case of the counterfeit or inaccurate measures in I.G., II2, 1013, lines 5 and 28 where 
daoaviaw and KaraKO7Trrev are used. 
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deposited with the Boule and turned over to the Mother of the Gods.58 We shall see 
presently that the finding-places of several of these counterfeit pieces add some weight 
to this suggestion. 

After confiscating and depositing the defaced counterfeit coins with the Boule, 
the Dokimastes' competence ends. We are not told what action the Boule took or if 
the possessor of fake coins was liable for prosecution. He could of course have been 
completely innocent, the coins having been faked and in circulation for some time before 
a merchant finally challenged their authenticity. After formulating such a detailed 
law for the detection of counterfeit coins, however, it is unlikely thai the Athenians 
would have neglected to provide for some kind of an investigation into the ultimate 
origins of such coins as the Dokimastes confiscated. Initiative on this point may have 
rested with the Boule and presumably the procedure was outlined in an existing law 
against debasing the coinage but, to my knowledge, we have no detailed evidence 
about this law except that it was attributed by some to the time of Solon and that it 
carried with it a penalty of death.59 

Confiscated false coins became sacred property of the Mother of the Gods, line 
12, which probably means that the Boule placed them in that part of the Old Bouleut- 
erion which housed the shrine of the Mother. This building, sometimes called the 
Metroon, was a convenient repository since before the erection of its Hellenistic 
successor it served as the state archive and possibly as one of the depots for the official 
weights and measures.60 The important gain in line 12 is that counterfeit coins were 
officially consecrated and presumably remained in the shrine of a deity. The existence 
of fake coins in excavated temples and in treasury records at Athens and elsewhere has 
often been remarked and various theories have been proposed to account for their 
presence. Now, however, for the first time we have in the present law concrete evidence 
as to how some of them got there and the law itself finds its best commentary in this 
numismatic and inscriptional evidence. 

The deposit from the pronaos of the Archaic temple of Poseidon at Isthmia 
contained several counterfeit specimens, three of which are silver-plated and exhibit 

58 
ALaKo'TrEtV could possibly mean to cut all the way through, i.e. into two halves. T. V. Buttrey, 

A.J.A., LXXVI, 1972, p. 31, has recently drawn attention to this method of exposing Greek counterfeit 
coins as exemplified by two halved subaerates in Syracuse. We will not be able accurately to assess the 
popularity and geographical extension of this and other methods of defacing forgeries until we have a 
catalogue and a full-scale study of counterfeit coins in the Greek world. It is to be hoped that numismatists 
will soon turn their attention to this fascinating topic. 

59 Dem., XXIV, 212; XX, 167. J. H. Lipsius, Das Attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren, II, Leipzig, 
1908, p. 409; Bogaert, Banques, pp. 318-319. For the death penalty at Dyme, above, note 48. 

60 R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, III, pp. 128-137, 150-160. For Tamiai of the Mother chosen 
from the members of the Boule in the fifth century, I.G., I2, 79, lines 11-12, and 300, lines 8-9, as inter- 
preted by D. W. Bradeen, Gr. Rom. Byz. St., XII, 1971, pp. 479-482. 
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a deep gash across the obverse.61 One is a Corinthian stater struck with dies which 
resemble those of the earliest series of " colts " (P1. 25, a); 62 the second is a sixth-century 
stater of Aigina (PI. 25, b).63 Both are vIroXaAKa and appear to have been deliberately 
defaced. A third example, also a stater of sixth-century Aiginetan type with a deep 
gash across the obverse,64 had as its core a soft, whitish substance which disintegrated 
when the coin was cleaned, leaving only the thin outer shell of silver (PI. 25, c). It is 
possible that this powdery white substance was disintegrated lead and that in this 
specimen we have an example of a defaced 3v7ro5o6Av/3ov. As the excavator 0. Broneer 
observed, these coins probably belong to a deposit, rather than to a hoard, which was 
kept in the left side of the pronaos of the temple. All of the genuine coins were un- 
doubtedly dedications but this can hardly have been true of the fakes, especially the 
defaced ones which, we may now suggest, were probably confiscated and officially 
consecrated to Poseidon for safekeeping, perhaps by a sixth-century predecessor of our 
Athenian Dokimastes.65 

More evidence for false coins in Greek temples and sanctuaries is preserved on 
stone, especially in inventories and treasury records. It has often been claimed that 
these coins were dedicated, either singly or in groups, by individuals seeking to hood- 
wink the deity66 but, in view of the newly found Athenian law, it seems much more 
likely that most, if not all, of the counterfeits were consecrated to the god officially. 
Like the dies used to strike the gold coins of Athens,67 the fakes were not destroyed; 
they were kept in a safe place under the care of a god where they could never be used 

again. 
L. Robert and J. R. Melville Jones have collected examples of counterfeit coins in 

treasury records from Delos and elsewhere.68 More relevant in the present context 
are the references to fake coins in Attic inscriptions where their existence is attested 
at least as early as the beginning of the fourth century. The [apyvplov Kl]P8rAXov To 

61 0. Broneer, Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 135-136; Isthmia, I, The Temple of Poseidon, Princeton, 
1971, pp. 1-5. 

I am indebted to Professor Broneer for kindly examining these coins with me, for much helpful advice, 
and for permission to illustrate and discuss them prior to the final publication of this important deposit. 

62 IC 76. These coins are now all in the Corinth Museum. 
63 IC 333. 
64 IC 37. Broneer, Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 135. 
65 There is perhaps evidence for official scrutiny of silver coins at Eretria in the sixth century in the 

clause rwtvv]cra(t). TrprTE he1E'[p]e.: xpeLara oKKiqLa from the laws restudied by E. Vanderpool and W. 
P. Wallace, Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pp. 381-391; I.G., XII, 9, nos. 1273-1274. The state may have 
employed a Dokimastes to test coins at the time when these fines were paid. 

66 References in L. Robert, Studes de numismatique grecque, p. 164, note 4, who rejects this suggestion 
as did Graf, op. cit., p. 43, who aptly cited the presence of an apyvpoaKO7ros at the mysteries of Adania 
in Messenia as a deterrent, I.G., V, 1, no. 1390, line 48. 

67 Above, note 20. 
68 Robert, loc. cit.; Melville Jones, Num. Chron., XII (seventh series), 1972, pp. 39-43. 
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'E[A]evatvo0'ev of I.G., II2, 1393, line 33 and in other records of the Hekatompedon, 
398-ca. 390 B.C.,69 may have been confiscated at the sanctuary in Eleusis and officially 
consecrated to Demeter before being later transferred to the care of Athena on the 
Acropolis. False money is also found in I.G., II2, 1445, line 16, the inventory of the 
Tamiai of the Other Gods for 376/5,70 and in 1636 B, line 18, mid-fourth century.71 

The most instructive counterfeits in Attic inscriptions are the arairrpEs Klsr/XqAoL 
ey KtPWlrL L oUt 

aEcrr/l(acLevoL 7Tapa AiaKwovoS which appear for the first time in the Heka- 

tompedon inventory of 398/7 and recur in lists of at least seven subsequent years.72 
Dina Peppas-Delmousou showed in 196173 that these fakes can hardly be private 
dedications to Athena;74 her suggestion that they were confiscated by the Boule and 

placed in the temple for safekeeping now finds striking confirmation in the procedure 
outlined in the law of 375/4. In turn our new text might throw some light on these 
false staters for, as we have seen, the Nomothetai are not establishing the office of 
Dokimastes in the city ab initio; he has been operating for some time. Now the origin 
of the false staters in the Hekatompedon accounts is recorded as 7rapa AaKcovos which 
could mean simply that they were confiscated from Lakon.75 Since the name, however, 
appears here without patronymic or demotic, it is possible to suggest another inter- 

pretation. The fact that Lakon is also attested at Athens as a slave's name in this 
period76 permits the conjecture that, like the Dokimastes of our inscription, Lakon 

69 I.G., II2, 1388 B, line 53; 1393, line 33; 1400, line 52 (restored); 1401, line 39 (restored). 
70 This item_might be restored as apyVploy Kid/7][Aov To 'EAEvcrvoOEV], Woodward, Hesperia, XXV, 

1956, pp. 95-96, note 31; the next entry in line 17 is [apyv]ptov avpp(E?KTOV 'EAEvavo'[0ev]. 
71 Cf. the corresponding entry in a Delian inventory of 364 B.C., T. Homolle, B.C.H., X, 1886, pp. 

461-475, lines 60-61, and the interpretation of J. R. Melville Jones, op. cit., pp. 41-42. Woodward, op. cit., 
p. 95 has restored [ora-r-pes! Kafl8f]Aot in fr. d, Face A, line 4, of an unidentified inventory of the late 
fifth century from the Agora. 

72 .G., II2, 1388 B, line 61; 1400, line 57; 1401, line 44; 1407, line 43 (restored); 1415, line 19; 
1443, line 207; 1424 a (Addenda, p. 800), line 311; 1428 (Addenda, p. 806), line 149. This entry has 
also been recognized in a small fragment of an unidentified inventory of the late fifth century by A. M. 
Woodward, op. cit., pp. 88-90, no. 6, who suggests that the staters, like the counterfeit money from Eleusis, 
were moved from some other sanctuary to the Hekatompedon before 398/7. Below, note 77. 

73 Annali dell' Istituto Italiano di Numismatica, VII-VIII, 1960-61, pp. 25-34. 
74 As suggested by Woodward, loc. cit. 
75 For this name at Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries, I.G., II2, 1951, line 374; 12025. Later 

examples include I.G., II2, 1008, line 91; 1069, line 2; 3189, line 3, Addenda p. 349; 2097, line 155; 
11829; 2133, line 10; Hesperia, XXXVIII, 1969, p. 426, line 79. 

76 On this point see Woodward, op. cit., p. 89, note 24, who suggested that Lakon might have been 
a metic, and cf. the foreigner listed in I.G., II2, 2352, line 8, ca. 300 B.C. For a slave called Lakon see .G., 
II2, 1951, line 122, fin. saec. V. 

Mrs. Peppas-Delmousou's view (above, note 73) that Lakon, as Epistates of the Prytaneis, demonetised 
these fake coins by stamping them with the public seal is not necessarily ruled out by this interpretation. 
Counterstamping each coin with the public seal, however, as J. and L. Robert observe, Rev. it. gr., 
LXXVII, 1964, p. 153, no. 127, might have had the opposite effect by actually guaranteeing the value of 
the piece. Apparently no counterfeit specimens stamped in this manner have survived, whereas the normal 
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was a demosios from whom some state agency, possibly the Boule, received the counter- 
feits prior to their consecration. Interpreted in this way and in the light of the procedure 
outlined in our law of 375/4, this entry in the Hekatompedon inventories might provide 
evidence for the office of Dokimastes at Athens as early as 398/7. Since most of the 
counterfeit coins appear in inventories of temples on the Acropolis, the Nomothetai 

may have introduced a new procedure in 375/4 when they instructed the Boule to place 
confiscated fakes under the care of the Mother of the Gods.77 

Finally, some fake silver coins from Athens may be adduced as evidence for the 

procedure in lines 10-13 of our law. The coins on Plate 25, d-f are all subaerate owls 
which have been " cut across " the flat part of the flan, like those from Isthmia, in the 
manner in which I should like to interpret SLaKo7r-era) of line 11.78 Two of these 

(PI. 25, f) come from the Agora Excavations and provide a remarkable footnote to 
the text of line 12. Of the twenty-two plated owls which have been recovered in the 

Agora Excavations79 only three exhibit the deep gash of defacement. The two on 

procedure seems to have been defacement, above, pp. 172-173. It is probably better to interpret aEar?,1a- 
auevot in the entry recording the fakes in the Hekatompedon (note 72) as loosely referring to the public 
seal on the box in which the staters were kept. 

77 For the Metroon as the repository in the fourth century, above, p. 174. A. M. Woodward, 
Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 98-101, has persuasively argued on the basis of I.G., II2, 1445, lines 24-26 and 
other passages that before ca. 392 B.C. the Metroon contained certain vessels which were transferred to the 
Hekatompedon where they were later entrusted to the Treasurers of the Other Gods. These objects may 
in the fifth century have been under the care of the Tamiai of the Mother to whom I have referred above, 
note 60. Listed with these vessels as coming from the Metroon are some unidentified objects described as 
cEayora 7 y K[ ...... . . (7EU)acaYLEv]a Trr 81-JoU1ata ofpay^&, I.G., II2, 1445, line 25; 1453, line 10, 
with Woodward's improved readings p. 100. Woodward's interpretation of E'aytarosT to mean "de- 
consecrated" or "banned" was questioned by Dina Peppas-Delmousou, op. cit., p. 29, who cited a study 
by P. Chantraine and 0. Masson in which it was shown that the word had the same ambivalence as Latin 
sacer and could also mean "completely sacred." If ecaytirTa could mean "banned" in these passages it 
might be possible to see in them a reference to confiscated objects, such as coins, in the Metroon but too 
much depends on restoration; i.e. Eeayo-rTa Ey K[4/3OTtat . . o. or-Ulaoyaleiv]a TIt &qoOria& auopay^t&. 

It is possible that the fifth-century inventory which records the false staters taken from Lakon before 
they reached the Hekatompedon, see above, note 72, may have listed objects in the Metroon. If so, the No- 
mothetai in 375/4 may have restored a fifth-century procedure. 

78 Plate 25, d: tetradrachm of late fifth-century type. Wt. 16.79 gr. National Numismatic Collection, 
Athens no. 1911/12 KH 1; J. N. Svoronos, Les monnaies d'Athenes, Munich, 1923-26, pl. 15, no. 18. 

Plate 25, e: triobol of fifth-century (?) type. Wt. 1.59 gr. National Numismatic Collection, Athens 
no. 1911/12 KH 5; cf. Svoronos, pl. 15. 

Plate 25, f: tetradrachm of fourth-century type. Wt. 12.55 gr. Agora Excavations E 2420. Cf. 
Svoronos, op. cit., pl. 11, 19, 30. 

Plate 25, f: tetradrachm of fourth-century type. Wt. 13.56 gr. Agora Excavations E 1365. Cf. 
Svoronos, op. cit., pl. 11, 19, 30. 

Mrs. Mando Oeconomides has generously sent me casts, weights, and information about Athenian 
kibdela in the National Numismatic Collection in Athens. 

79 I am greatly indebted here and throughout this paper to John Kroll for supplying me with informa- 
tion and photographs of Agora subaerates and for much helpful discussion. 
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Plate 25 become even more significant when their finding-places are examined, for these 
two coins were discovered in the immediate vicinity of the Metroon-Bouleuterion 
complex,80 the buildings which housed the shrine of the Mother of the Gods to whom the 
Boule was instructed to entrust defaced counterfeit coins. So striking is the coincidence 
between the text of our law and the condition and finding-place of these coins that we 
may conclude that the latter had once been confiscated, cut, and placed in the shrine 
of the Mother. 

Lines 13-15: Failure to be at his post or to test coins according to the provisions 
of the law brings the Dokimastes the normal punishment for demosioi of fifty lashes. 
For the distinction in penalties between a free man and a slave see Demosthenes, 
XXII,55; XXIV,167. For whipping of demosioi see I.G., II2, 333, line 7; 1013, 
line 46.81 Fifty lashes are also to be inflicted on slave shopkeepers who refuse to 
accept money authenticated by the Dokimastes, lines 30-31. The number of lashes 
seems to have been fixed at Athens; see Aischines, I, 139; I.G., II2, 380, line 40; 1013, 
line 5; 1362, lines 9-13. In I.G., II2, 1369, lines 40-44, of the second century after 
Christ, a fine of twenty-five drachmai is perhaps equated with the punishment of fifty 
lashes but the text is uncertain. For a valuable discussion of corporal punishment of 
slaves in Greece see G. Glotz, Comp. Rend. Acad. Insc., 1908, pp. 571-587. 

The beating is to be administered on the Dokimastes in the city by the Syllogeis 
tou demou. Since the Epimeletai of the market are to see to it that the Dokimastes 
in Peiraieus follows the instructions of this law (lines 41-44), they presumably would 
inflict similar beatings on their demosios for neglect of duty or failure to sit at the stele 
of Poseidon. The official title of the Syllogeis, which is known only from inscriptions, 
makes its earliest certain appearance in our law, but inasmuch as this board of thirty 
assisted the Lexiarchoi in punishing truancy from the Ekklesia and in supervising 
the ,ua0os EKKAcToLaCTlaaKOS, its origin is probably to be sought near the beginning 
of the fourth century.82 Nikophon's law assigns two new duties to the Syllogeis: 
supervision of the Dokimastes in the city (line 15) and legal competence to deal with 
those who refuse to accept silver coins which this Dokimastes has verified (line 20). 
We thus find them with considerably more power than our other preserved sources 
would have suggested, and it is perhaps in partial recognition of competence in 

80 E 2420 was found on May 30, 1935 in section E at the stylobate of the Hellenistic Metroon. E 1365 
comes from the same section at grid reference 15:E and was discovered on February 3, 1932. 

81 0. Jacob, Les esclaves publics, p. 153-155. 
82 On the Syllogeis see Pollux, VIII, 104; IG., II2, 1425, lines 129, 224; 2821, 1257, 1749, 1496; 

U. K6hler, Ath. Mitt., VII, 1882, pp. 102-108; G. Busolt, H. Swoboda, Griech. Staatsk., II, pp. 973, 994; 
R.E., IV A, coll. 1045-1046; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, pp. 129-130, where the emphasis falls 
on their priestly duties. 

If the restoration [r]os avvA[oyeas] could be trusted in I.G., I2, 129, line 3, we would have fifth-century 
evidence for this board since in the context of this decree on the Herakleion at Kynosarges the only other 
Athenian Syllogeis we know (Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, p. 304.4) are not likely to have been mentioned. 
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administering their new powers that the first honorary crowns for the Syllogeis appear 
shortly after Nikophon's law.83 

Lines 16-18: The Nomothetai introduced their law with the strong statement that 
Attic silver coins must be accepted in trade; then they provide machinery for establish- 
ing the authenticity of such coins and of owls struck abroad. In line 16 they turn to 
violators who refuse to accept " whatever silver currency the Dokimastes has approved." 
It is clear from the apodosis of this sentence that the main targets of the law are Athen- 
ian shopkeepers. Henceforth, their rights to refuse payment in particular silver coins 
will be severely restricted. All the buyer has to do is to have the Dokimastes verify 
his owls and the seller must accept them. The strong opening clause of the law, the 
elaborate legal provisions in lines 16-36, which include slaves and transactions under 
ten drachmai, and the fact that the state is prepared to fund two official Dokimastai 
who will be on duty in the marketplaces all indicate that the Nomothetai were called 
into special session to deal with an emergency situation in which shopkeepers were 
refusing to accept silver coins with Athenian types. This much we can infer from the 
text of the law and I shall speculate later on the reasons why Athenian coins were 
regarded with suspicion (pp. 185-188). 

Refusal to accept silver coins verified by the Dokimastes can result in confiscation 
of the merchandise offered for sale that day. For similar confiscations see I.G., II2, 
1100, lines 26, 31, 43.84 

Lines 18-29: Violators of the law are to be prosecuted through the procedure of 
phasis,85 denunciations being made to the two groups of Sitophylakes for offences in 
the grain markets in the city and in Peiraieus and to the magistrates in charge of the 
Dokimastai for offences occurring elsewhere in Athens and in Peiraieus. By empower- 
ing these three different boards of readily accessible magistrates to handle this phasis 
procedure the Nomothetai doubtless encouraged customers to complain and made the 
immediate consequences more dangerous for merchants who continued to refuse silver 
owls. It is also specified in lines 23-24 that these magistrates are competent to pro- 
nounce judgment on their own in denunciations which involved up to ten drachmai.86 
Any case involving more than this sum had to be introduced by these magistrates 
into a law court which the Thesmothetai are instructed to allot upon their request. 

83 Crowns of the Syllogeis are recorded in the inventories of the Treasurers of Athena in 369/8 and 
368/7, I.G., II2, 1425, lines 129, 224; D. M. Lewis, B.S.A., XLIX, 1954, p. 45. In 324/3 the Syllogeis 
made a dedication to the Mother of the Gods, I.G., II2, 1257. 

84 Cf. the monetary law from Olbia, Dittenberger, S.I.G.3, 218, lines 17-19, a-7Epr'rJtat o pev [a7roT]- 
OuLEVOS av a7Troor7aL, o 8e TrpLcL[Evo]S oUaov av irpitrpTa; the law on the wool trade from Erythrai, H. W. 
Pleket, Epigraphica, I, no. 4, lines 18-20. 

85 On phasis see the excellent discussions with testimonia in J. H. Lipsius, Attische Recht, II, pp. 
310-316 and A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens: Procedure, Oxford, 1971, pp. 218-221. 

86 The Apodektai and the Forty had similar rights of adjudication in certain cases; Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 
52, 3; 53, 2. 
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Specification of a stringent fine87 for the Thesmothetai if they did not co-operate 
(line 28) probably guaranteed that such cases came swiftly to trial. 

In line 29 the denouncer receives the half-share of the proceeds, which is normal 
in phasis procedure, if he secures a prosecution.88 

Tda L?Ev Ev [r]}Li ati[-rw]: is this a general term "transactions involving grain" 
or is (rtros here a place, "the grain market", as are all the other designations in this 
sentence? Although I have not found an Attic parallel for this use of the noun, the 
latter explanation is probably right for two reasons: (1) The Athenians often named 
the market where a particular commodity was sold after the commodity itself; 
Aischines, I, 65, rls ydp Iv,a6Kv TTO7TroTe Els ToWi/ov CJ#KTaT and the scholiast, rovi/ov. o 

EOrTL Ev 7) aOyopa(, E a a ol ovEt 7ravra ra E crEaLra 'TvTrpcLpTKeTat. a7To yap TrOv 

7Tt7TpacLKo/ELE)v avv V TVTT) ?KdoUv ot AOrvaoL 'rdv TrO'ov, cf. Pollux, IX, 47; X, 
18; Schol. Homer, Odyssey, VIII, 260. (2) If aitros meant generally all transactions 

involving grain in line 18, there would seem to be no logical reason for repeating the 

phrase ev ri aol'rwt in line 22 to refer to transactions in the Peiraieus. The exact 
locations of the grain markets in the city and in Peiraieus are as yet unknown.89 

Our text provides no new evidence as to the number of Sitophylakes in Athens and 
in Peiraieus,90 but it does demonstrate clearly for the first time the legal competence 
of these magistrates both to deal independently with phasis procedure for sums up 
to ten drachmai and to initiate trials, over which they presided, for denunciations in- 
volving more than this sum.91 

The legal competence of the Syllogeis tou demou is also attested here for the 
first time and our law provides the earliest evidence for the existence of the Epimeletai 
tou emporiou in Peiraieus. There is no indication of how long this board had been 

87 In line 28 the figure is lost: Ev0vveaUco[v.] 3paX[,faFs]. Similarly worded fines for magistrates in 
the fifth century are usually of one thousand or ten thousand drachmai; e.g. I.G., I2, 76, line 20; 94, lines 
18-20. 

88 I.G., II2, 412, lines 7-9: -rC)v e %av0e6vr[cov rTO Ev 'qIJVTrV 'varcu] ro[v^ 0]bjvavToS, To,e 'E ,va[v 
rovi 8&o ov]; 43, lines 44-46; 1100, line 32; 1128, lines 18, 28, 37. Dem., LVIII, 13. E. Ziebarth, 
Hermes, XXXII, 1897, pp. 609-628. J. H. Lipsius, op. cit., p. 310, note 5; Harrison, op. cit., p. 
220. 

89 W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen2, Munich, 1931, pp. 364-365, 448; R. E. Wycherley, The 
Athenian Agora, III, p. 193; H. A. Thompson, R. E. Wycherley, ibid., XIV, pp. 76, 82, 172. 

90 On this question see Lysias, XXII, 8, with Bergk's emendation of &vo to S', Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 51, 3; 
Harpokration, s.v.; Photios, s.v.; Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 42-43, no. 31; VI, 1937, pp. 444-448, no. 2; 
457, no. 7; 460, no. 8; XIII, 1944, p. 243, no. 8; XXX, 1961, pp. 225-226, nos. 23-24; W. G6z, Klio, 
XVI, 1919, pp. 187-190; J. J. Keaney, Historia, XIX, 1970, pp. 331-332. 

91 A. R. W. Harrison's suggestion, op. cit., p. 26, that the Sitophylakes may have presided over the 
trial of the grain sellers in Lysias, XXII seems unlikely because the defendants were charged first by the 
Prytaneis before the Boule which, after a preliminary hearing, then sent the case to a dikasterion. Not 
only are the Sitophylakes never mentioned as participants in bringing the case to trial but Lysias' remarks 
in XXII, 16 about penalities for Sitophylakes who neglected their duty might have been turned to better 
purpose if the current board was actually presiding. 
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functioning before 375/4 and no reason to consider its institution recent.92 To their 
general supervisory functions in the market at Peiraieus and their judicial competence 
in cases involving improper importation of grain Nikophon now adds the authority 
over phasis procedure in Peiraieus for offences against his law and supervision of the 
newly appointed Dokimastes in the emporion (lines 41-44). 

At the end of line 29 the restoration is uncertain: E[a]v 'hArt O[.... ...], but 
the general sense seems clear: " if the ---- secures a conviction". The subject of c'Art 
is probably the same as o )rjYvas of lines 28-29 but repetition of this participle would 
seem redundant and awkward in the protasis and three letter-spaces would be left 
blank at the end of the line. In view of o rWoA6ov in the next line, we might restore 
o [do4Evovos], the buyer.93 

Lines 30-32: The Nomothetai add a special clause to deal with slave shopkeepers, 
male and female,94 who refuse to accept silver coins verified by the Dokimastes. They 
are to receive a beating of fifty lashes administered by the appropriate magistrates. 
Presumably this penalty is additional to the confiscation of the merchandise offered 
for sale that day, lines 17-18. As we have seen, for cases involving up to ten drachmai 
the magistrates could give a verdict themselves and, if a slave defendant was pronounced 
guilty, they probably went ahead with the beating as soon as the confiscation had been 
effected. In cases involving a sum greater than ten drachmai the slave shopkeeper 
was brought into court.95 Noteworthy is the fact that these slaves seem to be considered 
by the law as individually responsible; totally lacking is any reference to the liability 
of their masters for their actions. This is probably to be explained by the fact that the 

92 For these officials see Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 51,4; Demosthenes, XXXV, 50-51; LVIII, 8-9; Lykour- 
gos, Leokr., 27; Deinarchos, II, 10; Harpokration; Bekker, Anecdota Graeca; Souda Lex., s.v.; I.G., 
II2, 1283, lines 16-17; 1013, lines 40, 47; 2336, lines 74, 112, 178, as re-edited by S. Dow, Harv. St. Cl. 
Phil., LI, 1940, pp. 111-124. 

We must now abandon the old view of Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen, I, pp. 220-221, that the 
Epimeletai tou emporiou were not instituted until after Xenophon's Poroi (ca. 355 B.C.), which formed the 
basis for constitutional and legal reconstructions by Lipsius, op. cit., I, pp. 97-98; Goz, op. cit.; and especi- 
ally L. Gernet, Droit et societe dans la Grece ancienne, Paris, 1955, pp. 182-183. 

U. Kahrstedt's claim that the emTM,EAy-1r)s- cEm Iov A/ieva, who appears for the first time in 112/1 B.C., 

I.G., II2, 1012, lines 19-20, is the same as, or replaced, the eM,4E9rata Trov ErTopiov seems to be contra- 
dicted by I.G., II2, 2336, where both officials are often listed, once together in the same year, lines 108-113; 
see his Untersuchungen zur MAagistratur in Athen, Part II, Stuttgart, 1936, pp. 50-51; M. Crosby, Hesperia, 
VI, 1937, p. 459. 

93 Cf. the frequent collocation of these two verbs in the monetary law from Olbia, Dittenberger, 
S.I.G.3, 218. Also possible is [ayopacov], ibid., 330, line 19. 

94 In this, and other respects, the wording of the Amphiktyonic law on the Attic tetradrachms of the 
early first century B.C. is illuminating: Eav Se ts rCov ev rats 7Tro'AEaIv oKOVVT[)V] X7 {EVOS X TroAirns 
r) oov3Aos, avrfp v7 yvvr), SEX7Ta yrai SrLe 8 tKo&at Kaa7Trep yEy[pa7r]Tat, o pev SoviAos /LaTrLYyWrOJC VTo Tr)V 

apXovrwv, S.LG.3, 729, lines 3-6. 
95 For discussion of the legal rights of slaves, with bibliography, see A. R. W. Harrison, Law of Athens, 

I, pp. 166-177. 
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law prescribes no fines to be levied against those convicted; penalties did not extend 
beyond the day's stock and the person of the slave shopkeeper, and both were directly 
accessible to the magistrates.96 It is also possible that many of the slaves in question 
belonged to the special category of Xwpts otKOv^Vres who for legal purposes were not 
always regarded as completely under the control of their masters.97 

Slave shopkeepers are frequently listed in Attic manumissions: I.G., II2, 1554, 
line 22; 1557, lines 48 and 51; 1566, line 12; 1567, line 19; 1576, line 41. Cf. I.G., 
II2, 2403, line 10; Hypereides, III; Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 370, lines 29-34. 

As in the punishment of negligent Dokimastai (line 15), the number of lashes 
inflicted on convicted slaves is fifty, which Glotz has argued was the maximum corporal 
punishment at Athens.98 

The formula vlrapXera plus dative and infinitive, which appears also in line 35, 
is rarely found in Attic epigraphy although there is a close parallel in I.G., II2, 43, 
line 55 of 378/7 B.C. 

Lines 32-36: Failure of the Sitophylakes, Syllogeis tou demou, and Epimeletai tou 
emporiou to enforce the law of Nikophon exposed them to prosecution before the 
Boule. The charge could be laid by AO'qvalwv o flo'pOEvos ots [iETarTv];99 the penalty 
was removal from office and a fine of up to five hundred drachmai, the extent of the 
Boule's punitive competence.100 That malfeasant magistrates could be tried by the 
Boule on charges laid by private citizens is attested by Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 45, 2,101 
but there is no mention in our law of the necessity for Ephesis to a law court, which is 
a prominent feature of this passage.'02 Nikophon made their punishment swift and 
uncomplicated by setting it firmly within the competence of the Boule. 

The technical term for the procedure by which any Athenian might prosecute 
the magistrates in question can only be inferred from the broken words taray- 
[........v es 1?7) 0foAivrjv in lines 33-34. From Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 45, 2 and other 
sources103 Etray[yEAAErco] might seem to be an attractive restoration but spatial 
considerations seem to favor ?Elay[ayErco avro]v and this may in fact be more tech- 

nically accurate since it is not clear that such offences fell strictly under the vo'pos 

e1aayyeAT/os".104 E&crayyEArLKWOS04 

96 The master, of course, lost his share of the daily income and the merchandise. 
97 Harrison, op. cit., pp. 167-168 and Emily Kazakevitch, Vestnik drevnei istorii, LXXIII, 1960, 

no. 3, pp. 23-42, with full testimonia and bibliography. I owe the latter reference to M. I. Finley. 
98 Comp. Rend. Acad. Insc., 1908, pp. 571-587. 
99 For the restoration and phraseology cf. Demosthenes, XXI, 47; XXIV, 105; S.E.G., XXI, 494, 

line 30, etc. 
100 Demosthenes, XLVII, 43; cf. I.G., I2, 76, lines 57-59. 
101 Cf. Antiphon, VI, 35 and 49. P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, pp. 147-162. 
102 For discussion and bibliography see Rhodes, loc. cit. 
103 See note 101 and I.G., I2, 76, lines 57-59. 
104 I am again indebted to Rhodes' valuable discussion of eisangelia, op. cit., pp. 162-171, especially 

p. 170, note 1. 
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Lines 37-38: The law instructs the Boule to appoint a second Dokimastes for 
the Peiraieus whose duties are to be the same (line 43) as his counterpart in the city. 
Nothing is said about his testing in the Bouleuterion on payment days; the Dokimastes 
in the city probably handled this operation alone. The new man is to serve [TroS 
vavK]A'ppOLS Kat TrotSS 4/TOpots' Kat TrolS daMo[Ls Taaivw]. For the frequent coupling 
of the first two see I.G., I2, 127, line 33; II2, 343, line 3; Xenophon, Poroi, 3,4; 5,3; 
Demosthenes, XXXII, 1; XXXIII, 2; LVI, 10, etc.; M. I. Finkelstein, Cl. Phil., XXX, 
1935, pp. 320-336. For the restoration of 7raatv, I.G., II2, 492, line 22; 1013, line 41. 

Lines 39-40: Like the Dokimastes in the city, the Tester in Peiraieus is to be a 
public slave. Although the restoration at the end of line 39 is uncertain, it seems 
clear from the two imperatives KaETaarTaorcaTo and EarrptaaOcow that the Boule is to appoint 
a man out of the existing pool of demosioi (E'K TrJv SriLoaiwv) or (', line 40) purchase 
one. To qualify as a Dokimastes a slave would presumably have to have some skill in 
assaying and if the Boule did not find the right man on hand, they had to go out and 
buy one, possibly from a banker or a silversmith.105 At the end of line 39, Ea[v v7rapcX?7L] 
is a possible restoration, though at best it can only be exempligratia since the context is 
not formulaic enough to warrant printing a supplement in the text. I am indebted to R. 
Bogaert for this suggestion. For the rare verb E'n7Tpla at see I.G., II2, 1629, line 698. 

If the Boule has to purchase a demosios to serve as Dokimastes in Peiraieus, the 
cost will be met by the Apodektai, presumably through their normal activity of feptuato's', 
hence the restoration [{epot6vr]wv at the end of line 40, cf. line 52. 

Lines 41-44: The Epimeletai tou emporiou are to supervise the new Dokimastes 
whose position in Peiraieus is to be Tpo's T7p aTr-qtA TOV I7oacEwLvos. It is here also 
that a copy of Nikophon's law is to be erected (lines 46-47). Poseidon's stele ought to 
have been centrally located in the E4LTro'pLov of Peiraieus where the vavKA-?pot and 
4',7ropot conducted their business but I have not found any other reference to its 
existence. Apparently the only evidence for the worship of Poseidon in Peiraieus is a 
vague note in [Plutarch], Moralia, 842 A, which contains no topographical information. 

Lines 44-47: For the singular ev a[Tr A]h,t At6tv-t used of the two stelai on which 
Nikophon's law is to be inscribed see I.G., II2, 125, lines 17-19, avaypaat ae TO 

[f'(ftuaa EOTV'A-t) AL]0L'vrpt Kat cT7rra1l ev aKpo2r[oAEt Kat EV TfLt ayopat] Kat evl TC Alduevc. 
Lines 47-49: I have not found an exact parallel for the wording of the cost 

formula. The Secretary of the Boule is instructed to report to the Poletai that a contract 
is required for the two stelai. The Poletai are ordered to bring the contract into the 

Antiphon, VI, 49 uses the words avTrovs ... e&a7yov els rr'v fovA\v of his prosecution of magistrates 
but he was at the time a prytanis not an 1si7-Ts. 

105 For the purchase of slaves by the state, Andokides, III, 5; Aischines, II, 173. The present law 
provides by far our most detailed information about the purchase of a public slave by the state; cf. the 
discussion in 0. Jacob, Les esclaves publics, pp. 9-13. 
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Boule. This is probably what is meant by the words ol 7TrcoAr7 a 7TroiruOacravrtov at the 
end of a decree,'06 but it is surprising to find this procedure as late as 375 B.C., for there 
is no other evidence for the Poletai contracting for stelai in the fourth century.l07 
It could be that the publication of laws, as opposed to decrees, was not financed at this 
time in the same way as other official stelai but this conjecture finds no support in the 
cost formula on the other preserved enactments of the Nomothetai.l08 

Lines 50-54: The text supplies no evidence as to when in 375/4 this law was 
passed but the Nomothetai were at pains to get the new Dokimastes in Peiraieus into 
service before the end of Hippodamas' archonship. His salary is to start from the day 
he is appointed by the Boule but things were not so simple. For the remainder of the 
present archon-year the Apodektai are to pay his salary, which is to be at the same 
(unstated) rate as his counterpart in the city, out of funds which they disburse (E?p- 

LitVrwV, line 52). Thereafter, however, (es3 be rov Aotirdy xpov[ov], line 53) his salary 
will come from the same source as that of the workers in the mint. Presumably he 
could not be paid from this fund for the rest of the year because the allocation which had 
already been made to the Argyrokopoi covered only existing personnel. 

For the Athenian mint and the slaves who worked there see the testimonia col- 
lected by R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, III, pp. 160-161 and the description 
of the remains of the building in H. A. Thompson, R. E. Wycherley, ibid., XIV, 
pp. 78-79. Also, Phrynichos Komikos, fr. 5 (Kock); I.G., II2, 13180; 0. Jacob, 
Les esclaves publ., pp. 20-24. 

Lines 55-56: The final clause establishes the primacy of the present law over any 
previously inscribed Oiup0ara. During the process of Nomothesia the Nomothetai 
would have determined that their legislation did not contradict or duplicate any of the 
KEiEVOL vo'/Lot. To do this for published kloaqxara may have been a formidable 
task and one with which, in any case, the Nomothetai were not charged. The dis- 
tinction between vo'jLtos and 071 rua was still sharp enough that to guarantee that the 
former was KVptWrEpos1'09 the Nomothetai had only to declare all contradictory 
0 tiq/oLara null and void. The normal method of removing such contradictory enact- 

106 I.G., II2, 3 b, line 4; 4, line 3; 5, line 13. 
107 The three examples in note 106, which are the latest previously attested, all belong to the end of the 

fifth century. P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, p. 96, note 6, is perhaps too precise in claiming that 
Poletai are found contracting for stelai "down to 405/4 only" for (pace D. M. Lewis, B.S.A., XLIX, 
1954, p. 33) I.G., II2, 3 could postdate the restoration of democracy (Rhodes, op. cit., p. 259), as could 
Theozotides' decree, I.G., II2, 5. For a convenient summary of the succession of officers who contracted 
and paid for stelai in the fourth century see W. B. Dinsmoor, AJ.A., XXXVI, 1932, pp. 158-159; Rhodes, 
op. cit., p. 103, note 7. 

108 For these see above, notes 5, 9. 
109 Andokides, I, 87, 0ftacrua Se fr'qev pjq'4re flovA-gs /?re 8'1JLov vo'pov KVpLCOTEpOV Etvat; Demosthenes, 

XXIII, 87; XXIV, 30; U. Kahrstedt, Klio, XXXI, 1938, pp. 1-19; A. R. W. Harrison, J.H.S., LXXV, 

1955, pp. 26-35; M. Ostwald, Nomos and the Beginnings of the Athenian Democracy, Oxford, 1969, pp. 
1-3; P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, pp. 49-50. 
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ments was to tear down the stelai on which they were inscribed and this the Secretary 
of the Boule is now instructed to do. For the practice at Athens, I.G., II2, 43, lines 
31-35, [eav 8e T-rW rT]vyXav[7]tr v 7TwroAEWov [r-Jv 7rTOovLdvwA)v] avr aav UvLaXc vrrp0os Aryv[atovs 
a] rXrAat ovaou AM vlt avelV7Ttr8jELo[L, -r]'p /ovA'rv -rrv aeEl /3ovAev'ovaav Kvplav E[tv]aL 

KaOatpEiv; II2, 98, lines 9-12, OrITaol 86 v[o[LOt 7rEpt rTV AOrhva]iwv KE?ipEVO[t EI(L EV 

orY7qAals, K]aOcAovErco[v avlrKa LcaAa], as restored by E. Schweigert, Hesperia, IX, 1940, 

p. 321, no. 33; 110 II2, 116, line 39, [rr7]v 8 oTr[r]A['qv 7rT]v Trpo[s] AA[E'ea]v8[p]ov 
[Ka]EA[EOi]V T rOsc [raiLua]sjs' rjs EO^ [77rv 7Tr]Ep[tl Tr]ls []vaXj taXia[so]. 

We must now try to place Nikophon's law in its proper historical setting in the 
archonship of Hippodamas, 375/4 B.C. In the absence of explicit literary or archeo- 
logical testimony for Athenian concern over the circulation of silver coinage at this 
period, attempts to account for the passage of our law must be firmly anchored in its text. 
From the provisions of this document'the following inferences may be drawn: (1) the 
insistence in the opening sentence that genuine Attic silver coinage must be accepted 
in trade implies that merchants were refusing payment in Athenian owls; (2) the fact 
that the state orders the Dokimastes in the city to test such coins and is appointing 
another tester to do the same in Peiraieus implies that such merchants were motivated 
by suspicion of counterfeit owls at this time. The existence of fake silver coins in 
significant numbers in the Athenian market may also be inferred from the detailed 
instructions given to the Dokimastai as to how to deal with them once detected; (3) 
the explicit inclusion of foreign silver coins with Attic types among the pieces to be 
tested by the Dokimastes and to be accepted when genuine shows that merchants were 
also rejecting this form of currency because of fear of counterfeits; (4) the fact that 
Nomothetai were appointed to legislate on this matter; the appointment of a second 
Dokimastes; the legal procedures in lines 16-36, which encouraged prosecution of both 
recalcitrant merchants and negligent magistrates; the cumbersome salary arrangements 
for the Dokimastes in Peiraieus, dictated by the necessity of making him operative 
immediately, all indicate that the situation had reached urgent and critical proportions. 
The Athenians apparently found themselves in the awkward position of having their 
hitherto respected silver coinage rejected in their own marketplace. 

Athens' hegemony of the recently formed sea-league of 377 B.C. made her internal 
coinage difficulties all the more awkward and urgent in 375. Any attempt to impose 
Athenian coinage and weights and measures on the new allies, as had been done in the 
fifth century,1"' would have been contrary to the spirit of the charter of the new 
confederacy, I.G., II2, 43. On the other hand, confidence in their hegemony might 

110 For other restorations see the text in H. Bengtson, Die Staatsvertrdge des Altertums, II, Munich 
and Berlin, 1962, pp. 225-226, no. 267. 

111 For full testimonia and discussion of the fifth-century coinage decree, E. Erxleben, Archiv fur 
Papyrusforschung, XIX, 1969, pp. 91-139, 212; XX, 1970, pp. 66-132; XXI, 1971, pp. 145-162. 
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well have been shaken if the Athenians had not moved swiftly to restore the reputation 
of their silver owls. The years 376 and 375 saw the addition of numerous states to the 
Athenian alliance112 who probably would themselves have been quick to reject silver 
owls if such coins continued to be refused as payment in Peiraieus and in the agora 
of Athens. In this same archonship Athens concluded a peace with Sparta which 
probably brought increased commerce to her port and city markets. Unfortunately 
any direct link between our law and the Peace of 375/4 cannot be established until both 
are more firmly dated, for the law can only be placed at some date before the expiration 
of Hippodamas' archonship and the ubiquitous Peace has found advocates for at least 
three different times in this same year.113 Another motive for prompt official defense 
of silver owls in the Athenian market may be seen in the insistence that even those 
pieces which were struck abroad must be accepted when verified by the Dokimastai 
(lines 16-17). Hoard evidence from the Near East and the existence of Athenian mer- 
cenaries in that part of the world during the first quarter of the fourth century1l4 both 
show that "foreign silver currency with the same charakter as the Attic" was not a 
novelty to Athenian merchants in 375/4. It is possible, as we shall see, that some of 
these pieces had actually contributed to the crisis which our law attempts to solve but 
it cannot be that the importation of such coins, mainly by returning Athenian soldiers, 
was in itself the cause of general distrust of silver owls. Had this been so, the Nomo- 
thetai would hardly have remained so hospitable to foreign imitations of Attic coins 
and extended to them equal status with local issues. It is much more likely that in 
passing our law the Athenians were partially prompted by the desire to encourage the 
striking of genuine owls abroad and that the disrepute which they shared with Athenian 
owls in 375/4 was enough of a threat to this policy to call for emergency legislation. 

Although we may thus account for an Athenian sense of urgency in remedying 
this embarrassing monetary situation, explanations as to how and why it arose remain 
more speculative. I have not found any precise ancient evidence to explain why silver 
owls came to be rejected in Athens. For reasons already stated, however, the existence 
of fake silver coins with Attic types in significant numbers can probably be inferred 
in 375/4 from the text of Nikophon's law. This alone could have led directly to the 
boycott of all silver owls. There may, however, have been other contributing factors 
which I am overlooking or which have left no trace in the surviving historical sources. 

Finally, it is possible tentatively to suggest some reasons which might have en- 
couraged counterfeiters at this time. A recent study of Athenian military finances 

112 For a convenient list of these accessions with the ancient evidence see F. H. Marshall, The Second 
Athenian Confederacy, Cambridge, 1905, pp. 59-66; M. N. Tod, G.H.L, II, nos. 123, 126-128; Anne P. 
Burnett, C. N. Edmonson, Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 80-91. 

113 On the peace see G. L. Cawkwell, Historia, XII, 1963, pp. 84-95; J. Buckler, Gr. Rom. Byz. St., 
XII, 1971, pp. 353-361, with earlier bibliography. 

114 Above, pp. 169-171. 
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378-375 B.C.,115 though necessarily speculative, has in general supported Xenophon's 
observation116 that peace with Sparta in 375 was hastened by Athens' financial distress. 
Symbolic of her depleted resources at this time was the totally inadequate allocation 
of only thirteen talents to Timotheus' expedition to the west in 376/5.117 In the same 
year the Spartan blockade of Peiraieus and the Saronic gulf was so effective that 
Athens faced famine.118 Grain prices probably soared and we may imagine that the 
temptations for counterfeiters greatly increased. 

Another possible source of fake silver owls at this time would naturally have been 
the imitations struck abroad mainly for the payment of Greek mercenaries. As we have 
seen, the vast majority of these coins were minted in good faith by foreign kings and 
potentates. In view of the provisions in lines 10-13, however, which presuppose 
fakes among them, and the pay-day stratagems often used by those who employed 
mercenaries,119 it is possible that a bad lot of owls had reached Athens from abroad 
and won its way into circulation before the detection of some pieces began to cause 
trouble. 

If we could follow A. C. Johnson120 and W. B. Dinsmoor121 in their dating of the 
burning of the Opisthodomos to 377/6 it might be possible to suggest that there is in 
this incident further evidence for financial confusion in the years immediately preceding 
Nikophon's law. The treasurers who set fire to this building to cover up their pecula- 
tions had invested stolen funds with bankers who went bankrupt.122 Failure of the 
banks at Athens in this period of financial stress would not be surprising and the re- 
sultant scandal about the treasurers, the burning, and the missing state funds might 
have stimulated counterfeiters to step up production. Attractive as this date has 
seemed,123 however, it cannot now be regarded as more than a slim possibility, for 
D. M. Lewis124 has convincingly offered alternate explanations for each of Dinsmoor's 
supporting arguments. It is equally possible that the Opisthodomos was burned after 
our law. 

More detailed evidence is needed before the historical setting of Nikophon's 

115 C. H. Wilson, Athenaeum, XLVIII, 1970, pp. 302-326. 
116 Hellenica, VI, 2, 1; cf. Philochoros, F. Gr. Hist., 328, F. 151. 
117 Isokrates, XV, 109; Xenophon, Hellenica, V, 4, 66; [Arist.], Oikonomika, .11I, 1350a, 30. 
118 Xenophon, Hellenica, V, 4, 60; Diodoros, XV, 34, 5; Demosthenes, XXII, 15. 
119 For these see [Arist.], Oikonomika, II and Polyainos, III, passim, and in general Y. Garlan, La 

guerre dans l'antiquite, Paris, 1972, pp. 202-203. 
120 A.J.A., XVIII, 1914, pp. 1-17. 
121 A.J.A., XXXVI, 1932, pp. 143-172, 307-326. 
122 Demosthenes, XXIV, 136 with scholia. 
123 R. Bogaert, Banques, pp. 73-74. 
124 B.S.A., XLIX, 1954, pp. 47-49. On Lewis' argument about the dating of the Erechtheion 

fragments XXVII-XXVIII to the fifth century see W. E. Thompson, Hesperia, XXXIX, 1970, pp. 
56-57. 
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law can be fully understood. I have tried merely to suggest some possibilities. For 
the commentary, too, no claim of completeness is made. My editio princeps will have 
served its purpose if it stimulates historians, numismatists, and students of Attic law 
to examine in more detail some of the many and diverse aspects of this important new 
document. 

RONALD S. STROUD 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 
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